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FOREWORD 

I am pleased to present this 1994 Annual Report for the Data Buoy 
Co-operation Panel. 

The work of the panel has continued at a high level. Two further 
action groups representing important programmes in data-sparse regions have 
been established and the quantity and quality of data increased steadily. 

I give my sincere thanks to all those who have participated in the 
work of the panel and contributed to this eighth annual report. 

Derek Painting 
Chairman, DBCP 





SUMMARY 

Introduction 

The Drifting Buoy Co-operation Panel (DBCP) was established in 1985 by WMO 
Resolution 10 (EC-XXXVII) and IOC Resolution EC-XIX. 7. In 1993 the governing bodies of IOC 
and WMO agreed to change the name of the panel to Data Buoy Co-operation Panel (DBCP) and 
to slightly modify its terms of reference, so that the panel might also provide any international 
co-ordination required for moored buoy programmes supporting major WMO and IOC 
programmes (IOC Resolution XVII-6 and WMO Resolution 9 (EC-XLV)). 

1 . Current and planned programmes 

Thirteen countries, two action groups and two data management centres submitted 
reports of their data buoy activities. Two programmes were established and adopted as action 
groups of the panel namely the International South Atlantic Buoy Programme (ISABP) and the 
WCRP International Programme for Antarctic Buoy (IPAB). 

2. Real-time data flow 

The number of buoys reporting in real-time continues to grow. By September 1994, 
587 buoys (4 7.1 % of the total operational buoys) were reporting on the GTS. Compared with 
the same period last year the total number of active buoys had decreased whereas the 
proportion reporting on GTS had significantly increased partly due to the increased flexibility 
of the new Argos GTS sub-processing system that was introduced in 1993. 

Data reception delays through the Argos system increased slightly over the year 
largely through increases in the total number of platforms processed. 

3. Data quality 

The Omnet Bulletin Board 0/C system introduced by the panel was replaced by an 
Internet distribution list on 1 December 1994. This change was necessitated by the impending 
closure of the Omnet system on 31 December 1994. 

4. Data archival 

The Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS) in Canada acts as the RNODC for 
drifting buoys on behalf of the IOC and WMO. MEDS archived approximately 95,000 buoy 
messages per month throughout the year. The IGOSS Specialised Oceanographic Centre for 
Drifting Buoys (SOC) operated by Met eo France collects and archives buoy reports daily. 
Amongst the products produced by the French SOC are monthly global maps of the distribution 
of ship and drifter reports of wind, pressure, air temperature and sea surface temperature. 
These reports are included in the regular bi-monthly report of the DBCP technical co-ordinator. 
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5. Technical developments 

The low cost SVP barometer (SVP-B) drifter developed in conjunction with the 
Global Drifter Centre at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography is now in commercial 
production. Operational deployments were made in the Southern Ocean and South Atlantic 
Ocean during the year. 

The Panel has decided to implement a DBCP World Wide Web Internet server on 
a trial basis. The server will be implemented by NOAA/NOS and will permit exchange of a wide 
range of buoy information including quality control data. 

6. Communication system status 

The Argos system has provided a reliable service throughout for recovery and 
processing of drifting buoy real-time data. In addition many moored buoys report through the 
Meteosat GOES IDCS system. Interference on some IDCS channels continues to cause some 
data loss from moored buoys in the North-East Atlantic. 

7. Administrative matters 

The panel has now four action groups: the European Group on Ocean Stations 
(EGOS); the International Arctic Buoy Programme (IABP); the International Programme for 
Antarctic Buoys (IPAB) and the International South Atlantic Buoy Programme (ISABP). 

Countries contributing on a voluntary basis to the financial support of the panel in 
1994 were: Australia, Canada, France, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, 
United Kingdom and USA. 

The panel's technical co-ordinator, Mr Etienne Charpentier, has continued to be 
employed by UNESCO/IOC as a fund-in-trust expert and located with CLS/Service Argos in 
Toulouse, France. 

For the panel's next financial year (1 June 1995 to 31 May 1996), a total budget 
of US$ 144,300.- is planned to be allocated as follows: 

IOC salary of technical co-ordinator 
Travel of technical co-ordinator 
CLS/Service Argos contract 
WMO costs 
Travel of chairman and publications 
Contingencies 

US$ 

90,000.-
15,000.-
15,000.-

300.-
15,000.-

9,000.-

144,300.-



RESUME 

Introduction 

Le Groupe de cooperation pour Ia mise en oeuvre des programmes de bouees derivantes 
(DBCP) a ete cree en 1985 en vertu de Ia resolution 10 du Conseil executif de I'OMM (EC-XXXVII) et de 
Ia resolution EC-XIX.7 du Conseil executif de Ia COl. En 1993, les organes directeurs de Ia COl et de 
I'OMM ont decide de rebaptiser le groupe "Groupe de cooperation pour les programmes de bouees 
de mesure" (DBCP) et d'en modifier legerement le mandat afin qu'il puisse egalement assurer Ia 
coordination internationale necessaire a Ia mise en oeuvre des programmes de bouees ancrees qui 
sont au service des grands programmes de Ia COl et de I'OMM (voir resolution XVII-6 de Ia COl et 
resolution 9 (EC-XLV) de I'OMM). 

1. Programmes en cours et prevus 

Treize pays, deux groupes d'action autonomes et deux centres de gestion des donnees ont 
presente des rapports concernant leurs activites de collecte de donnees a partir de bouees de mesure. 
Deux programmes ont ete etablis et adoptes en tant que groupes d'action du DBCP a savoir le 
Programme international de bouees dans !'Atlantique Sud (ISABP) et le Programme international de 
bouees dans !'Atlantique (IPAB), qui releve du PMRC. 

2. Flux de donnees en temps reel 

Le nombre de bouees qui transmettent leurs donnees en temps reel continue d'augmenter. 
En septembre 1994, 587 bouees (so it 47,1% des bouees operationnelles) transmettaient leurs donnees 
sur le SMT. Le nombre total de bouees en service avait diminue par rapport a Ia meme periode 
l'annee precedente alors que le pourcentage de bouees transmettant sur le SMT s'etait nettement 
accru en raison de Ia plus grande souplesse du nouveau systeme de traitement de~ donnees ARGOS 
transmises sur le SMT, instaure en 1993. 

Les delais de communication des donnees par l'intermediaire du systeme ARGOS ont 
legerement augmente dans le courant de l'annee, essentiellement en raison de l'accroissement du 
nombre de plates-formes. 

3. Qualite des donnees 

Le Groupe avait instaure un systeme de controle de Ia qualite des donnees via un panneau 
d'affichage, sur le reseau OMNET. Ce systeme a ete remplace le 1er decembre 1994 par une liste de 
destinataires sur le reseau INTERNET, vu que Ia fermeture du reseau OMNET etait prevu pour le 
31 decembre de cette meme annee. 

4. Archivage des donnees 

Le Service de donnees sur l'environnement marin (MEDS), au Canada, fait office de CNDOR 
charge des bouees derivantes au nom de Ia COl et de I'OMM. Ce service a archive mensuellement 
quelque 95 000 messages de bouees tout au long de l'annee. Le centre oceanographique specialise 
(SOC) dans les bouees derivantes, exploite par Meteo-France dans le cadre du SMISO, re~oit et 
archive tous les jours des messages de bouees. Parmi les produits elabores par ce centre, on peut citer 
les cartes mensuelles de Ia repartition, a l'echelle du globe, des messages de navires et de bouees 
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derivantes portant sur le vent, Ia pression, Ia temperature de l'air et Ia temperature de surface de Ia 
mer. Ces messages sent incorpores dans le compte rendu bimestriel etabli par le coordonnateur 
technique du DBCP. 

5. Realisations techniques 

Le nouveau flotteur derivant peu couteux dote d'un capteur de pression destine au 
Programme concernant Ia vitesse des courants en surface, qui a ete mis au point en collaboration avec 
le Centre mondial des bouees derivantes a l'lnstitut Scripps d'oceanographie, est entre dans sa phase 
de commercialisation. Des mises a l'eau ont ete effectuees en 1994 dans l'ocean Antarctique et dans 
!'Atlantique Sud .. 

Le Groupe a decide de mettre en place a titre d'essai un serveur Internet World Wide Web. 
Ce serveur sera exploite par le National Ocean Service de Ia NOAA et permettra l'echange d'un large 
eventail de renseignements concernant les bouees et notamment les controles de qualite. 

6. Etat du systeme de communication 

Le Service ARGOS s'est revele fiable tout au long de l'annee s'agissant de Ia collecte et du 
traitement en temps reel des donnees de bouees derivantes. En outre, de nombreuses bouees 
ancrees transmettent leurs donnees via le systeme IDCS du satellite GOES de METEOSAT. Des 
interferences sur certaines voies de transmission de ce systeme continuant d'empecher certaines 
donnees provenant de bouees ancrees dans le nord-est de !'Atlantique d'arriver a destination. 

7. Questions administratives 

Le Groupe comprend desormais quatre groupes d'action : le Groupe europeen sur les 
stations oceaniques (EGOS), le Programme international de bouees dans !'Arctique (IABP), le 
Programme international de bouees dans !'Antarctique (IPAB) et le Programme international de bouees 
dans !'Atlantique Sud (ISABP). 

Les pays qui ont contribue volontairement au financement du Groupe en 1994 sont : 
I'Australie, le Canada, les Etats-Unis, Ia France, Ia Grece, l'lrlande, l'lslande, Ia Norvege, les Pays-Bas et 
le Royaume-Uni. 

Le coordonnateur technique du Groupe, M. Etienne Charpentier, est employe par 
I'UNESCO/COI a titre d'expert finance sur des fonds-en-depot, au CLS/Service Argos a Toulouse 
(France). 

Pour le prochain exercice financier (1 er juin 1995 - 31 mai 1996), un budget total de 
144 300 dollars est prevu qui devrait etre reparti comme suit : 

Traitement COl du coordonnateur technique 
Voyages du coordonnateur technique 
Contrat CLS/Service ARGOS 
Depenses OMM 
Voyages du president et publications 
Depenses imprevues 

$ 

90000 
15 000 
15 000 

300 
15 000 

9 000 

144 300 
----------



PCJIOME 

BBE)lEIIHE 

rpynna 31CCIIepTOB no OOTpyJJ,BHlleCTBy B o6nacrH nporpaMM no JQ>eHtYJOWHM oyBM (r3CJl6) OWUl 
)'l~PeX.lleua a 1985 r. pe30JIIOI.lHeif BMO 10 (HC-XXXVII) a pe30JIIOI.lHeii MOK HC-XIX. 7. B 1993 r. 
pyKOBO.lUIIIlHe OpraHH MOK H BMO pemHJJH H3Memm. B83BaBHe rpynJIY, K010paJI cra.na. B83HBaTLCII rpynnoit 
OOTJ>Y~ no DYBM J.UUI mapa .lUUIHLIX (rcAii) H pemHJIH 'l'a.UCe H3MeHHTL B Be'JHa'IHTeJILIIOii creneBH Kpyr 
ee OOJI3aiiBOCTeii, c TeM 1ft'OOY oua TaKXe Morna o6ecne'IIH&aTL JJOOYJO ueo6xOJJ.HMYIO Mex.ny&apoAHYJO 
KOOPAHJW.lHIO NUl nporpaMM no 3aJIKOpeiDIHM oyJIM, noMepXHBaiOIIIHM ocuoBBHe nporpaMMY BMO H MOK 
(proomoQHJI MOK XVII-6 a pe30JIIOUHJI BMO 9 (HC-XLV)). 

TpHBaJlUaTL CTpaB, )lBe rpynna )leHCI'BHH a JlBil ueBTpa no ynpaaneHHIO ,l.UUIIIYMH npe,llCTaBHJJH 
oTTfera no CBOeii JlesrrenLBOCTH, CBH38Jinou c 6y11MH .lUUI c6'opa )J,aiiBHX. 6WIH npHBIITY JlB6 nporpaMMu u, 
cooTBeTCrBeuuo, )"lpro~C.AeHH JlBe rpynnu no ocywecrBJieuuJO, a HMeBBo llporpaMMa no ,llpeittYIOWHM oyBM B 
IOXHOit ATJWmiiCe (HCABIT) H ITporpaMMa BMO no a&TapKTH11ecKHM oyJIM (HITAB). 

2. DOTOK ~ a pea.liLIIOM MaCDrra6e apeMeBR 

ICOJIHllecrBO oyea, nepe;uliODlHX )laHIIYe B pc2J1LBOM M8CIIJT8.6'e BpeMeBH, npo.AwacaeT B03pacran.. K 
ceBTIIOpiO 1994 r. 587 oyea (4 7,196 or oowero ICOJIHlleCJ'Ba onepaTHBIIYX oyes) nepe.D.aBaJIH )UUIIIHe B ref. 
IIo cpa.BBeHHIO c TeM x:e nepHO,llOM npoiWIOf'O I'O)Ul, o6wee KOJIH1IeCTBO aKTHBBYX oyea YMeHLIIIHJIOCL, B TO 

BpeMJI KaK 1f3CTia HX, nepe.lUUOIUHX Jl8,1111Ye B reT, 3ua1IH'I'eJILIIO yae.rnrqHJ18(2a, 1f8CI'H'IBO B CBII3H C nOBHQIBmeiicll 

OOKOCI1al0 BOBOii ROACHCTeMY o6pa.fiancH Aproc reT, KO'ropall oana BBeAeBa B 1993 ... 

3a.llepXKH B nonyqeBHH .DaBIIYX 11epe3 CHcreMy Aproc ueacOJJLKO yseJJif1IHJIHCL B re11eBHe roJUl, 

l'.na.BHYM o0pa30M 3a areT yse..mAeBHII oowero KOJIHllec:TBa nJJa'l'tOpM, no KOTOpYM OOpaOa~ JlaBBHe. 

·nutopMauHoHHHii oiOJUieTenL· CHcreMH KOBTpOJIJI n11ecrsa s pa.Mnx ceTH OMneT, BBe.lleHHYH 
rpynnoit 3Kcneproa, OWl 3aMeueu I JleiCa6ps 1994 r. nepe1111eM CIJlPOOlTOB JUIII pacnpocrpaueBHII HBt<>PMaliHH o 
KOBTpOJie Ka11ecrBa B paMICaX ceTH HurepueT no :mnpocy. aro H3MeneBHe OHJIO o6yC1IOB11eBO O~IIIHMCII 
3a1CpHTHeM QlcreMH 0MBeT 31 ,lleJCafips 1994 r. 

4. ApXHBaQIUI MIIHYX 

CJiyx:fia )JJlBIIHX o MOpciCoit cpe.Ae (MF.J{C) B ICaua.zle BHCJ'YnaeT B n11ecroe OHUOA no .n.peit~YIOWHM 
6yRM OT HMeuu MOK H BMO. ME.l{C apxaonpoBaJJa B MecRU a re11eHHe ro)Ul npHOJIH3HTeJJLuo 95 000 
coo6'weHHii c )UlHIIHMH no oyJIM. CneUIWIH3HpoB3.111JHH OKeaBOrpa4»H11ecxuii ueBTp orcoc no .ApeH~)'IOIIlHM 
6y11M (COU), a~ecnnyaTnpyeMHii MeTeo<Dpauc, co6npaeT H apxaoupyeT ex:e,~U~eouue CBOJliCH no 6y11M. 
IIpo.ayKUHJ~, npoH3BO.lUIMaB tpaBUY3CICHM COU, noMHMO npowrero, BICJIIO'IaeT B reOJI ~eMecR11HHe rno6am,HHe 
KapTH pacnpocrpaneBHJI CBO,llOIC C cy )lOB H ,llpeHtYJOWHX 6yeB C )J.aBBHMH no BeTpy, )UlBJ1eBHIO, TeMnepaT}'pe 
B03)lyXa H TeMnepaType no&epXBOCTH MOpll. 3TH CBO,llKH BICJII0113.10TCR B peryJIIIpBYH O'flleT TeXBH11ecKOI'O 
KOOp.lUiuaTOpa no rcAii, KOTOpHii BHXO,llHT pa3 B JUJa Mecaua. 

HeJtoporou .n.peit~YIOWHii 6yu AJUt ycrauooKH CBII-6apoMeTpa (CBll-li), p33pa60'ramluit ooBMecmo c 
rnooaJJLBYM ueHTpOM no .llJ>etYIODlHM DYJIM B CKpHnCOBOBCICOM HHCI'HT}'Te OICeaHOrpa,tHH, B HaCTOIIUlee BpeMJI 
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3aJ1Y111eB B repHiilloe npoH3BO,ACI'BO. Onepa.TIIBliHe YCI'aBOBKH TaiCHX 6yea 6WJH npo113Be.AeBH B KhcaOM OKea&e 
a a mta~oii '1aCI'H ATJ1a11TH11earoro oKeaaa a Te'le&He ro;r.a. 

rpynna 3JCateproB DpHIIBJia peme&He 0 BBe)QleiiHH Ha 3JCatepHMeJr1'8JIIaBOH OCIIOBe pafiaralomero AJ1J1 

BCeMHpHOii ami HwrepaeT npoueccopa rCJU). 3roT npoueccop 6y,AeT BBe,ApJITLCI HOCJHYOA H no3BOJIHT 
oOecne'IHIBn o6Mea mHpOICHM KpyroM HB4K>PMaUHH no 6yBM. BIC.JII()qajl )J.81111He o KOBTpOJie nqecraa.. 

6. Cocromme CBCTeMY CB83II 

. CacreMa Aproc npeAOCTa.BJUIJGl BaAexHOO o6cnyXHBaHHe. o6ecne'IHBCUI BYOOpKy H oopa6oTJCy 
)l8HHHX no AJ>eHtYJODIHM 6yJIM B peaJILBOM MaCDITaOe BpeMeHH. fiOMHMO 3'1'01'0, MHorHe 38JIICOpeBBHe 6ya 
nepe,IUliOT CBOJUCH 'lepe3 CHcreMY MCCA METEOCA T f'OEC. HureptepeHJlHJI sa ueJCaropux KaBaJJaX MCCA 
RpOAOruteaeT npHBOJlHTL 1C norepe BeiCaroporo ICOJIH1IecTBa .Da11BYX no 3aJIICOpeHBHM 6yBM B ceBepo-BOCT011HOH 
1I3.CI'H ATJ181l'l'HICH. 

7. -e BODpOCY 

rpynna 31Cateproa B BaCI'OJIIIlee BpeMJI pacno.naraeT 'lenlpLMJI rpynnaMH .aeiiCTBHii: EBponeiiCIWI 
rpynna no OKeaHCJCHM cra.BilHJIM (Erocb rpynna no M~oii nporpaMMe no 6yBM a ApKTHKe (HAiill); 
rpynna no M~.ABOii nporpBMMe no 6yaM NUl AlrrapiCTHICH (HIIA6) H rpynna no M~po.ABoii 
nporpaMMe no 6yJIM AJUI Khcaoii ATJJaii'I'HKH (HCABm. 

CnWJODIHe crpa8LI OK838JIH B 1994 r. tHBaBQ)B)'IO DO,IUtepXKy rpynne Ba ,AoOpoBOJJLHOii OCROBe: 

ABCTp8JIHJI, ICaua.Aa. <DpaBUHJI. rpeQHJI. HCJJaB.lUUI. Hp.J~&J~AHB. HH.Aepna.BJlY. HopaerHB. Coe,AHueuuoe 
ICoponeacrBO H CiliA. 

TeXBH'IecKHii KOOPAHH&Top rpynnu r-u ETLea Illapnaane no-npe2CIIeMy pa6oTan a Ka11ecrse 
aJCmepra Qe.meaoro toiWl IOHECICO/MOIC H uaxo}J.HJICR a IC.nC'/Cny:a:6e Aproc a Tynyae. <DpaHUHJI. 

B ClleJtYIODieM tHBaBCOBOM ro.zy (I HIOHII 1995 r. - 31 MaJI 1996 r.) IIJMWio.nanleTCR Hat0JIL30Ban 
6IO.UCer rpYJIIIH a pa3Mepe 144 300 ,o.OJUJ. CiliA Clle.A.,YIODIHM o6pa30M: 

OKJJa.A reXIIII'IeCCoro JCOOp.D;HII&TOpa MOIC 
Onnam npoe3.D.8. TeXBJ111eacoro KOOPJlHH&ropa 
ICoBTpai(T c IC.nrJCnyx6oii Aproc 
PacxoAHBMO 
fipoe3.ll ~cepa:reJUI H ny6.Jnnauum 
Henp«WDD.lleBHHe pacxoAY 

~COlA 

90 ooo.oo 
15 ooo.oo 
15 000.00 

300.00 
15 ooo.oo 
9 ooo.oo 

144 300.00 



RESUMEN 

INTRODUCCION 

El Grupo de Cooperaci6n sobre Boyas a Ia Deriva (DBCP) se cre6 en 1985 por Ia 
Resoluci6n 10 (EC-XXXVII) de Ia OMM y Ia Resoluci6n EC-XIX.7 de Ia COl. En 1993, los 6rganos de 
gobierno de Ia COl y de Ia OMM acordaron cambiar el nombre del grupo por el de Grupo de 
Cooperaci6n sobre Boyas de Acopio de Datos (GCBD) y modificar ligeramente su mandata, de 
manera que el Grupo pudiera proporcionar tambic~n Ia coordinaci6n internacional necesaria para los 
programas de boyas fondeadas que sirven de apoyo a los principales programas de Ia OMM y de Ia 
COl (Resoluci6n XVII-6 de Ia COl y Resoluci6n 9 (EC-XLV) de Ia OMM). 

1. Progr-amas actuales y previstos 

Trece pafses, dos grupos de acci6n y dos centros de gesti6n de datos presentaron 
informes sobre sus actividades en materia de boyas de datos. Se establecieron dos programas, que 
se adoptaron como grupos de acci6n del Grupo, a saber, el Programa de Boyas a Ia Deriva del 
Atlantica Sur (PI BAS) y el Programa de Boyas del Antartico (PIBA) del PMIC. 

2. Flujo de datos en tiempo real 

El numero de boyas que informan en tiempo real sigue creciendo. En septiembre de 1994 
informaban por el SMT 587 boyas (47, 1% de las boyas operativas totales). En comparaci6n con el 
mismo perfodo del aiio pasado, el numero total de boyas activas habfa disminuido, en tanto que Ia 
proporci6n de las que informan por el SMT habfa aumentado considerablemente, debido en parte a 
Ia mayor flexibilidad del nuevo sistema de subproceso del SMT Argos introducido en 1993. 

Las demoras en Ia recepci6n de datos a traves del sistema Argos aumentaron ligeramente 
durante el aiio, debido en gran medida al incremento del numero total de plataformas procesadas. 

3. Calidad de los datos 

El sistema de control de calidad por .. Boletin lnformatizado .. Om net introducido por el 
Grupo se sustituy6 por una lista de distribuci6n de Internet, el 1 de diciembre de 1994. Este cambia 
era necesario ante el inminente cierre del sistema Omnet, el 31 de diciembre de 1994. 

4. Archivado de datos 

El Servicio de Datos sobre el Medio Marino, (MEDS) de Canada actua como Centro 
nacional responsable de datos oceanograficos para las boyas a Ia deriva en nombre de Ia COl y de Ia 
OMM. El MEDS archiv6 unos 95.000 mensajes de boyas mensuales durante el aiio. El Centro 
Oceanografico Especializado (COE) de Boyas a Ia Deriva del SGISO, operado por Mateo France, 
reune y archiva diariamente informes sobre boyas. Entre los productos producidos por el COE 
frances figuran mapas mundiales mensuales de Ia distribuci6n de informes de buques y derivadores 
sobre viento, presion, temperatura del a ire y temperatura en Ia superficie del mar. Esos informes se 
incluyen en el informe quincenal regular del coordinador tecnico del GCBD. 

5. Evoluci6n tecnica 

El derivador del bar6metro SVP (SVP-B) econ6mico desarrollado con el Centro Mundial de 
Derivadores en el Institute Oceanografico de Scripps se fabrica ya con fines comerciales. Durante el 
ano se hicieron despliegues operatives en el Mar del Sur yen el sur del oceano Atlantica. 
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El Grupo ha decidido poner en practica un servidor Internet de Ia red mundial del GCBD 
con caracter experimental. El servidor sera operado por NOAA/NOS, y permitira el intercambio de 
una amplia gama de informacion sobre boyas, incluidos datos de control de calidad. 

6. Situaci6n del sistema de comunicaciones 

El sistema Argos ha proporcionado un servicio fiable y complete para Ia recuperaci6n y el 
proceso de datos de boyas a. Ia deriva en tiempo real. Ademas, numerosas boyas fondeadas 
informan a traves del sistema internacional de acopio de datos GOES de Meteosat. La interferencia 
. en algunos canales de dicho sistema sigue originando algunas perdidas de datos procedentes de 
boyas fondeadas al NE del Atlantico. 

7. Cuestiones administrativas 

El Grupo tiene ahora cuatro grupos de accion: el Grupo Europeo sabre Estaciones. 
Oceanicas (EGOS), el Programa lnternacional de Boyas en el Artico (PIBA), el Programa lnternacional 
de Boyas en el Antartico (PI BAn) y el Programa lnternacional de Boyas en el Atlantica Sur (PI BAS). 

Los parses que contribuyeron con caracter voluntario al apoyo financiero del Grupo en 
1994 fueron: Australia, Canada, Francia, Grecia, Islandia, lrlanda, Parses Bajos, Noruega, Rei no Unido 
y Estados Unidos. 

La UNESCO/COl han seguido empleando al coordinador tecnico del Grupo, 
Sr. Etienne Charpentier, como experto del fondo fiduciario, destinado en el CLS/Servicio Argos de 
Toulouse, Francia. · 

Para el proximo ejercicio financiero del Grupo (1 de junio de 1995 a 31 de mayo de 1996), 
esta previsto un presupuesto total de 144.300 $ EE.UU., distribuido como sigue: 

Sueldo del coordinador tecnico de Ia COl 
Viaje del coordinador tecnico 
Contrato CLS/Servicio Argos 
Costas de Ia OMM 
Viajes del Presidente y publicaciones 
Gastos varies 

$ EE.UU. 

90.000,-
15.000,-
15.000,-

300,-
15.000,-
9.000,-

144.300,-



REPORT 

1. CURRENT AND PLANNED PROGRAMMES 

Reports on national and international data buoy programmes are attached as 
Annexes I and II and reports on data management centres as Annex Ill. 

2. REAL-TIME DATA FLOW 

2.1 Number of boys reporting over the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) 

During September 1994, data from a total of 1246 buoys were collected and 
processed at the Argos Global Processing Centres of Toulouse, France, and Landover, 
Maryland, USA, for distribution in real-time and deferred-time to the respective Principal 
Investigators. These buoys were operated by eighteen countries. A detailed breakdown by 
organization/country is given in Annex IV. At the same time, in 1993, the equivalent number 
of buoys was 1269. 

Some 47% (587) of the 1246 buoys transmit their data over the GTS in real- or 
quasi real-time. Compared to last year, the total number of buoys operational decreased but 
the proportion of these reporting on the GTS increased. 

The graph in Annex IV, page 3, shows the total number of drifting buoys per 
country. It also gives the percentage of those buoys that were reporting to the GTS during the 
week ending 2 September 1994. Annex V indicates, by Marsden square, the nun:-ber of reports 
received at RTH Toulouse during December 1994. 

Since February 1994 Meteo-France has produced data availability index maps on 
a monthly basis in order to identify data sparse ocean areas for each kind of geophysical 
variable and therefore to assist the various data buoy programmes in adjusting deployment 
strategies. They are now producing the maps routinely. The June 1994 set is shown in 
Annex Ill, figure 8. Each map takes the Marsden square areas into account, includes SHIP and 
DRIFTER (replaced by BUOY on 2 November 1994, 00.00 UTC) reports, and is for a single 
geophysical variable only. Maps are produced for air pressure, air temperature, sea surface 
temperature and wind. The top number printed in each square is an index which is 
representative of how the requirements (WWW, WCRP or GOOS) are met: an index of 1 00 
means that an average of eight observations per day per five hundred km area has been 
received during the month. In addition, the percentage of DRIFTER/BUOY reports from the total 
of SHIP plus DRIFTER/BUOY reports received is printed below the index number in each square. 

2.2 Data reception 

The Argos Global Processing Centres (GPCs) in Toulouse and Landover both receive 
real-time and delayed-mode data from the ground stations in Fairbanks, Wallops Island and 
Lannion. There were no significant changes introduced into the Argos processing system 
during 1994, hence data reception performance was similar to 1993. 
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Roughly 60% of Argos platforms are within the real-time coverage of Fairbanks, 
Wallops Island and Lannion. For these platforms over 90% of the reports are provided in under 
one hour (see Figure 1 ). For the other 40% of the transmitters, 70% of the data are available 
to the users within three hours (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 1 - Real-time coverage 
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3. DATA QUALITY 

One of the principal aims of the panel is to encourage operators of drifting buoys 
and users of buoy data to improve the quality of data at source and through the processing 
chain. 

The statistics gathered throughout the year show the improvement in quality of 
surface pressure data disseminated over the GTS noted last year has been maintained and 
mean RMS differences of the data compared with ECMWF analyses have stabilized at around 
1 . 6 hPa (see Annex VI). 

It is probable that improvement in data quality was, in part, due to the introduction 
of new quality control guidelines, which were implemented on 1 January 1992 by the DBCP 
in order to rationalize and speed up the status change process for buoys reporting bad data on 
the GTS. These were based on an electronic bulletin board where the principal meteorological 
or oceanographic centres responsible for GTS buoy data quality control (PMOC) could deposit 
status change proposals. The proposals were then forwarded by the technical co-ordinator of 
the DBCP to the owner of the buoys, or designated principal GTS co-ordinator (PGC), who 
could, in turn, request Service Argos to implement the required change. The technical co
ordinator showed that the guidelines had been very effective since implementation. For the 
period July 1993 to June 1994 for a total of 1267 buoys that reported on the GTS, 517 status 
change proposals were posted by the various PMOCs and these led to actual status 
modifications for 181 buoys. The following meteorological centres acted as PMOCs: Bureau 
of Meteorology (Australia), European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts, Centre de 
meteorologie marine (France) I Japan Meteorological Agency (Japan) I Meteorological Service 
(New Zealand), National Data Buoy Centre (USA), Ocean Products Center (USA) and 
Meteorological Office (United Kingdom). The South African Weather Bureau had also offered 
to act as a PMOC. 

At its tenth session, the DBCP decided to implement an Internet distribution list 
from 1 December 1994, as Omnet disappeared on 31 December 1994, and amended QC 
guidelines accordingly (see Annex VII). The panel also decided to establish a DBCP world wide 
web Internet server on a trial basis. The server will be implemented at the NOAA/NOS and will 
permit the exchange of all types of buoy information among buoy users. 

4. DATA ARCHIVAL 

The Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS) in Canada became a Responsible 
National Oceanographic Data Centre (RNODC) for drifting buoy data on behalf of IOC and WMO 
in January 1986. 

During the 19-month period (January 1993 to July 1994), MEDS received a total 
of 1 ,846, 818 messages transmitted from drifting buoy platforms sending their data through 
the GTS (an average of 97,201 messages per month). The average number of messages per 
month (95, 731) for the first seven months in 1994 has decreased by 2.4% from the 1993 
monthly average, which shows that slightly less data are being reported by drifting buoys. 

The average number of buoys reporting on the GTS (according to Argos statistics) 
has decreased from 1,137 in 1993 to 1,096 in 1994, more than a 3% drop. The percentage 
of data which MEDS receives through the GTS has also decreased as shown in Annex Ill, 
page 4. When compared to previous years, there is still a small upward trend but the last few 
months statistics indicate a below "normal" situation. 
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Since the FGGE programme, and since January 1986, when MEDS became the 
RNOC for drifting buoy data, the archive has grown constantly. It now contains a total of 
7, 783,285 messages from 48,960 different buoy-months of which close to 80% has passed 
MEDS critical quality control procedures. 

MEDS issues an annual report summarizing the data received and processed during 
the previous year and showing the locations of the buoys. Every month, global maps are issued 
displaying the location for the buoys reporting over the GTS (see Annex VIII). In addition, 
MEDS also deliver data for a user specified area, time and range of buoys on computer 
magnetic tape in GF-3 format. If the volume of data requested is small enough, it can be 
obtained on computer diskette (5 ~-or 3%-inch). If the volume is too large, the data can be 
copied onto Exabyte cartridge or can be transmitted through Internet via anonymous FTP. 
Displays of buoy tracks are also available for any ocean area and time-frame. The MEDS 
monthly DRIBU/DRIFTER/BUOY track chart is also published in the IOC/WMO IGOSS Products 
Bulletin quarterly publication. 

MEDS had completed the development and installation of a computer file containing 
information about the operators of the buoys as well as the programme under which the buoy 
has been deployed. Other information, such as the programme manager or organization and 
characteristics of the buoy are also kept if this information is made available to M EDS. 

MEDS has developed an archiving mechanism for the Drifting Buoys Bulletin Board 
messages available under the DBCP QC guidelines. For a particular buoy or set of buoys, all 
messages (if any) regarding its operational behaviour are available upon request on paper or on 
computer diskette. 

A more complete MEDS report, including a full list of services, agreed procedures 
and charges, is given in Annex Ill, pages 1 to 4. 

5. TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

5.1 Combined meteorological/oceanographic drifting buoys 

Since its third session, the DBCP has been increasingly involved in efforts to 
persuade meteorologists and oceanographers to collaborate on combined meteorological and 
oceanographic drifting buoys. The Global Drifter Centre (GDC) at the Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography, La Jolla, of the WOCE and TOGA Global Surface Velocity Programme (SVP) 
was responsible for the development of a low-cost Lagrangian drifter equipped with a 
barometer port. The DBCP collaborated actively with the GDC in the field test of some 25 
prototype "barometer" drifters (SVP-8). Meteorological agencies of Australia, Canada, France 
and the United Kingdom, as well as the GDC purchased and deployed a number of units during 
the period August 1992 to October 1993. New design changes were later proposed by the 
GDC. At its ninth session, October 1992, the DBCP recognized that the design was successful 
and commercial production began. Forty-four barometer drifters had consequently been 
deployed in September 1994 by France, South Africa and the USA. The approximate purchase 
cost of the SVP-8 drifters is US dollars 5,000.- A list of manufacturers is given in Annex IX. 

5.2 Ufetime of drifting buoys 

As during previous years, the technical co-ordinator made a study of the lifetime 
of drifting buoys based on that of their air-pressure sensors. The histogram reproduced in 
Annex X shows the results of this study. 
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5.3 Impact of drifting buoy data on meteorological analyses 

A recent study by Mr R.S. Seaman (Australia) published in the Australian 
Meteorological Magazine, Vol. 43, 1994, inter alia, identified the Southern Ocean drifting buoy 
network as having a disproportionately large positive impact on meteorological analyses in that 
region. In view of the importance of this study and of the encouragement which it provides for 
the continuation and enhancement of such buoy networks, with the kind permission of the 
author and editor of the Australian Meteorological Magazine, this paper is reproduced in its 
entirety in Annex XI. 

6. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM STATUS 

6.1 Argos system 

6. 1.1 Space segment - Three satellites are operational: NOAA-12(0), NOAA-11 (H) and 
NOAA-9(F). NOAA-1 O(G) is in back-up. Everything is working well on-board in spite of the age 
of some of the satellites. 

6. 1.2 Ground segment- The ground stations are fully operational. Because of the failure 
of NOAA-13, SAl developed a special task so that NESDIS receives the real-time telemetry from 
Lannion ground station as soon as possible. The communication link between France and the 
USA is working well. 

The Argos Global Processing Centres (GPCs) in Toulouse, France, and Landover, 
MD, USA, were operational over 99.5% of the time. The hardware of the processing centres 
was upgraded in 1994 and it is now more powerful and reliable. The implementation of a 
distributed architecture is now completed. 

Development of the last part of the GTS sub-system has been completed during 
1994 and now that sub-system is fully operational and working well. Since June 1994 new 
algorithms for location have been developed and used. The software to process the Argos GPS 
platforms has been developed and became operational in June 1994. The new BUOY code 
replaced DRIFTER on 2 November 1994 as scheduled. 

6.2 Directions in satellite communication systems 

Space-based methods currently in use rely on geostationary earth orbiting (GEO) 
satellites, the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) for example, and the 
polar or near polar orbiting satellites in low-earth orbits (LEO) such as NOAA-11 and NOAA-12. 
The communications industry is on the verge of rapidly expanding. By the year 2000 there will 
be several competing mobile satellite systems (MSS). The specifications of many current and 
planned satellite communication services are given in Table 1. INMARSAT A and B have been 
excluded from the table since their terminal/antenna weight of more than 1 00 kilograms makes 
them impractical for data buoy application. 

Mobile satellite systems fall into one of three possible orbital configurations, GEO, 
Mid-altitude earth orbiting (MEO) and LEO satellites. The altitude of GEO satellites is on the 
order of 35,000 kilometres. MEO satellites are at an altitude of about 10,000 kilometres. LEO 
satellite orbits are on the order of 1 000 kilometres or less. A large percentage of the recent 
commercial activity in MSS is focused on LEO satellites as a personnel communication tool. 
LEO satellites can be separated into Big LEO and Little LEO categories. Big LEO's will offer 
voice, fax, telex, paging, and data capability. Little LEO's will offer data capability only. Since 
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the satellite foot print is dependent on the satellites' altitude, LEO and MEO systems require 
larger constellations than GEO satellites to achieve global coverage and avoid data delays. Less 
power is required for LEO and MEO satellite transmitters due to their lower orbit. 

Some satellite communication systems will primarily focus on land masses and 
populated areas of the oceans. This suggests that some configurations may not be acceptable 
for global ocean monitoring. Several MSS currently under development will be interoperable 
with existing public switched telephone and cellular networks. This structure serves as an 
extension and enhancement to existing networks. This service may include additional charges 
if data are channelled to local cellular or regular local or long-distance companies. While the 
technical capabilities for these new MSS exist, expect delays due to government licensing, 
company financing, and availability of launch vehicles. It is also important to consider the 
infrastructure necessary to disseminate on GTS the data received with these MSS. 

Depending on the need of a data buoy programme, some systems will offer 
enhanced data coverage and communication capability over existing methods. Potential 
advantages from these emerging MSS include two-way communication, more timely 
observations, and greater data volume. The panel is continuing to monitor the evolution of 
these systems and will provide further advice to buoy operators as appropriate. 

7. ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS 

7.1 Action groups 

7.1 . 1 European Group on Ocean Stations EGOS was formally established on 
1 December 1988 and was de facto an action group of the panel as the successor to COST-43. 
EGOS now has the following membership: 

Denmark 

Germany 

Iceland 

Ireland 

Netherlands 

Danish Meteorological Institute 

Deutscher Wetterdienst 

Icelandic Meteorological Office 

Irish Meteorological Service 

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 

Norway Norwegian . Meteorological Institute 

Sweden Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 

United Kingdom United Kingdom Meteorological Office 



Mobil Satellite Svst -----

Imp Iemen· Orbit Buoy Message Terminal Power Unit Service 
System tatlon Type Position Type size (watts) Cost Cost Comments 

ARGOS Active LEO Doppler data 32 handheld 1 $500- see JTA with GPS & data 
shift bytes 900 collection only 50% 

potential cost saving 

EYETEL Planned Little GPS data handheld 5 $500- TBD 1 satellite 1995 
1995+ LEO required 60 bytes 1,500 5 satellites 1996+ 

Final Analysis Planned Little GPS data handheld 10 $100- $.25 per message 24 satellites 2000+ ~ 
. 1995+ LEO required 128 bytes 500 est. service fee TBD C" 

CD 
Olobalstar Planned Big GPS voice/data handheld 1 $750 $.30/min, monthly 48 satellites 1998+ -

1997+ LEO required no max. est. service fee TBD 
I 

3: 
INMARSAT Active GEO GPS data 5.5 1 5 $4,000 $.28 per 32 bytes 0 

g: 
c required no max kilograms avg. CD 

en ""-J 

INMARSAT Planned MEO GPS voice/data handheld 1 TBD TBD Q) ,.... 
p 2000+ required no max. ~ 

~ 
Iridium Planned Big GPS voice/data handheld I $3,000 $3/min. +$50/mo 66 satellites 1998+ 

CD 
en 

1998+ LEO required no max. est. service charge < en ,.... 
Odyssey Planned MEO GPS voice/data handheld 1 $300 $.65/min, monthly 12 satellites 1998+ 

1998+ required no max est. service fee TBD 

CD 
3 
en 

ORBCOMM Planned Little Doppler data handheld 5 $100- $.25 + .007/bytc 2 sattellite 1995+ 
1995+ LEO shift ·no max. 400 est. + $30./month 26 satellites 1996+ 

service charge 36 satellites 1997+ 

Starsys· Planned Little Doppler data 27 handheld 2 $50-200 $25 reg.fee 12 satellites 1998+ 
1996+ LEO shift & bytes est. · $6 monthly fee 24 satellites 2000+ 

ranging mull. $.15/data-msg. 
messages $.45/data+position 

VITASAT Planned Little GPS data laptop 10 $2,000 $1 per kilobyte + 1st satellite 1995+ 
(gemstar) 1995+ LEO required no max. size est. $250/yearly · 3 satellite!_!)_y 1997+ j 
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EGOS maintains an operational drifting buoy programme in the North Atlantic. 

Buoys are deployed in two areas, north of 50 ° N referred to as EGOS North and an 
area to the south of 50°N referred as EGOS South. About 20 new deployments are made 
annually. As at 30 June 1994 (for example) a total of 16 EGOS drifting and five moored buoys 
were operational. The full report by EGOS is attached as part of Annex II. 

7.1 . 2 International Arctic Buoy Programme - IABP was formally established on 18 
September 1991 and became officially an action group of the panel at the seventh session of 
the DBCP (October 1991 ). The following organizations are participating in IABP: 

Canada 

Finland 

France I USA 

Germany 

Japan 

Norway 

Russian Federation 

United Kingdom 

USA 

International 
organizations 

Environment Canada, Canadian Coast Guard, Institute of Ocean 
Science, Marine Environmental Data Service 

Arctic Centre, University of Lapland 

Service Argos 

Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and· Marine Research 

Japan Marine Science.and Technology Center 

Chr. Michelsen Research AS, Nansen Environmental and Remote 
Sensing Centre, Norske Polarinstitutt, Norwegian Meteorological 
Institute 

Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, Russian Federal Service 
for Hydrometeorology and Environmental Monitoring 

Scott Polar Research Institute, United Kingdom Meteorological 
Office 

Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, Polar Science Centre, 
University of Washington, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Center, U.S. 
Naval Oceanography Command, U.S. National Ice Centre 
(representing several U.S. agencies) 

World Climate Research Programme 

7.1.3 International Programme for Antarctic Buoys - At the tenth session of DBCP the 
panel noted that the IPAB was now formally in place as a WCRP activity, and that all data from 
IPAB buoys were to be inserted on the GTS. At its second meeting (Helsinki, June 1994), the 
IPAB had agreed to apply to be an action group of the DBCP, and its chairman had 
subsequently written to the chairman of the DBCP in this regard. 

The panel accepted with pleasure this application by the IPAB. It also supported 
the recommendation by the IPAB that ice beacons should report on the GTS. 

7 .1.4 International South Atlantic Buoy Programme - Following an initiative by he DBCP 
in 1993, supported by GCOS and two preparatory meetings (Buenos Aires, December 1993 and 
October 1994), an International South Atlantic Buoy Programme was formally established, and 
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held its first meeting in October 1994. Eleven institutions or agencies, from five countries 
(Argentina, Brazil, South Africa, United Kingdom, USA) have agreed to be initial participants in 
the programme whose technical co-ordination is undertaken by the South African Weather 
Bureau. In late 1994, some 45 buoys (all SVP-B drifters) were deployed under the programme, 
and this number is expected to increase to around 70 in 1995. A fuller report on the ISABP 
is to be found in Annex II. 

7.2 Membership 

7.2.1 IOC Member States and WMO Members directly involved in the panel's activities 
The following countries were represented at the recent sessions of the panel: 

o Seventh session (Toulouse, October 1991) - Canada, France, Greece, Iceland, 
Netherlands, United Kingdom, USA 

o Eighth session (Paris, October 1992) - Australia, Canada, China, France, Iceland, 
Madagascar, Mexico, United Kingdom, USA 

o Ninth session (Athens, October 1993) - Australia, Canada, France, Greece, Iceland, 
Netherlands, United Kingdom, USA 

o Tenth session (La Jolla, November 1994) -Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, 
Greece, Iceland, Netherlands, South Africa, United Kingdom, USA. 

7. 2. 2 National focal points - The present list of national focal points for the DBCP is 
attached as Annex XII. 

7.3 Technical co-ordinator 

The panel's technical co-ordinator continues to be Mr Etienne Charpentier (France). 
Since 1 June 1993, he has been employed by UNESCO/IOC as a Fund-in-Trust Expert and 
located at Collecte Localisation Satellite CCLS)/Service Argos in Toulouse, France. 

7.4 Finances 

Overall management of the panel's finances has continued to be undertaken by 
WMO during 1994, while IOC/UNESCO has arranged contracts for the employment of the 
technical co-ordinator as well as for his logistic support. Annex XIII contains financial 
statements as follows: 

(a) Finalized WMO Statement of Account for the biennium 1992-1993; 

(b) Interim WMO Statement of Account for the period 1 January to 31 December 
1994; 

(c) Finalized IOC Statement of Account for the period 1 June 1993 to 31 May 1994. 

For the financial year 1995-1996, the panel agreed the following draft budget, to 
which contributions will be made by eleven countries (Australia, Canada, France, Greece, 
Iceland, Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, South Africa, United Kingdom, USA): 



A. Expenditures 

IOC salary 
Travel of the technical co-ordinator 
CLS/Service Argos 
WMO costs 
Travel of chairman and publications 
Contingencies 

TOTAL 

B. Income 

Contributions 
Carry-over 1994-1995 

TOTAL 

- 10-

US dollars 

90,000.-
15,000.-
15,000.-

300.-
15,000.-

9,000.-

144,300.-
--------

134,650.-
9,650.-

144,300.-
--------

(Note: Official UN exchange rate in September 1994, $1 = FF 5.38) 



ANNEX I 

NATIONAL REPORTS ON DATA BUOY ACTIVITIES 

The following pages contain national reports on data buoy activities submitted by 
the following countries: 

COUNTRIES page 

AUSTRALIA . • . • • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

CHINA .••.•....•...••••.......•..•.•••••.................. 6 

FINLAND ...•.•..•........•.•..•••••.•.............•........ 7 

FRANCE .•......... · . . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • • . • • . • • • . . • . • . • • . . . . . . . . 8 

GREECE • • • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 11 

ICELAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 12 

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . • • • . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . 1 3 

NETHERLANDS . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . • . • • . • . • . . . . 14 

NEW ZEALAND . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . • . • • . • • . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 1 7 

NORWAY .......•......•.............•••••................ 18 

SOUTH AFRICA • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . 20 

UNITED KINGDOM ..•...........•...•..........•.•.•.......•. 21 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . 26 
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Report on Current and Planned Programmes for the Australian Bureau of Meteorology 
and CSIRO_ Division of Oceanography. 

Country: AUSTRALIA 

Year: 30 September 1993.- 1 October 1994 

Organization: BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY 

1. CURRENT PROGRAMMES 

l.l Operational Drifting Buoy Programme 

(i) Purpose of the Programme: 

: _Drifting buoy data are used operationally, primarily as input to global and regional 
models, and for ground truth validation of satellite-based remote sensing.· In addition, 
the data are used for monitoring ocean wind fields by the Bureau's operational 
forecasting centres. They are of critical importance in data sparse ocean areas. Recent 
studies have demonstrated the importance of drifting buoy pressure and sea surface 
temperature data to the operation of the Bureau's analysis and prediction models. 

(ii) Number and type of buoys: 

The Bureau of Meteorology deployed two new FGGE style drifting buoys for 
operational use in the last 12 months, together with six TOGA buoys on behalf of the 
US National Data Buoy Center (NDBC). All buoys were manufactured by Metocean 
Data Systems (Canada) and were instrumented for barometric pressure, pressure 
tendency, sea surface temperature and air temperature. The Bureau's two buoys were 
drogued (100m weighted-line), and the TOGA buoys undrogued. Five other Bureau 
drifters continued to operate from previous year's deployments. Two fixed DCPs 
continue to operate in the Gulf of Carpentaria and at Heard Island (see 1.2 below). All 
buoy data is currently disseminated on the GTS. 

(iii) Main Deployment Areas: 

Deployments were generally between latitudes 12°S to 55°S, and longitudes 70°E to 
120~ in the Indian and Southern Oceans, however, two buoys were also placed near 
the Antarctic sea ice zone at co-ordinates 62°S, 95°E, and 63°S, 65°E. Deployment 
areas are largely determined by the availability of vessels of opportunity. 

1.2 Fixed Buoys 

The Bureau of Meteorology continued operation of two fixed DCPs under its 
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operational drifting buoy program: 
(i) In November I992, buoy 2937 I 5262I was located in a semi-moored situation 
at I4°S, 138°E in the Gulf of Carpentaria. Mooring was accomplished by placing an 
unmodified FGGE type drifting buoy fitted with a weighted line drogue, in water 
shallow enough for the weight to drag on the bottom. It remained in place for ten 
months before its mooring line failed. The buoy was recovered, refurbished, and 
returned to service in the Gulf in December I993, where it is currently operating. The 
purpose of these initial deployments is to investigate the feasibility of using drifters as a 
cost effective alternative to full size moored buoys in the Gulf for the early detection of 
tropical cyclone development. A second buoy will be placed in service in November 
1994 to provide a back-up during the next cyclone season. 

(ii) A drifting buoy, modified for use as a fixed data collection platform, was 
located at Spit Bay on Heard Island at 53 .I 0 S, 73. 7°E (WMO 56003). Severe weather 
prevented it being located at Atlas Cove to replace the existing exhausted DCP. 

1.3 GTS Distribution 

The Bureau currently has fifteen Argos platforms reporting on the GTS, including 
seven drifting buoys, two fixed buoys, and six Argos equipped ships. 

2. PLANNED PROGRAMMES 

Year: 30 September I994- I October I995 

2.1 Operational Drifting Buoy Programme 

(i) Number and type of buoys: 

Over the next I2 months, the Bureau of Meteorology plans to deploy three standard 
Metocean buoys and two further prototype TURO SVP style buoys, to maintain it's 
existing network. A further seven NDBC TOGA buoys will also be deployed. Bureau 
buoys will continue to be fitted with the same instrumentation as previously, with one 
possibly being fitted with wind speed and direction sensors. 

(ii) Main Deployment Areas: 

Deployment locations for Bureau of Meteorology buoys are generally expected to 
continue in the same regions of the Indian and Southern Oceans. The Australian 
Antarctic Co-operative Research Center (CRC) will deploy three TURO SVP type 
buoys in the Antarctic sea-ice zone during the 94/95 summer in support of FROST and 
the International Program for Antarctic Buoys (IPAB). 
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3. TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

3.1 Low Cost SVP Barometer Drifter Development Program 

(i) In April1994, the Bureau deployed one SCRIPPS prototype low cost 
barometer drifter (1371 I 56515) as part of its participation in the WOCEITOGA SVP 
barometer drifter development programme. This was the Bureau's third deployment of 

. one of the earlier 13 inch models, supplied by SCRIPPS. It operated satisfactorily for 
two months before both pressure sensors became erratic, the symptoms strongly 
suggesting a blocked pressure inlet port. The buoy transmitted data for a further three 
and a half months until early October when all sensor data disappeared. Its 
transmissions are continuing to be received by the satellite system. 

(ii) The Bureau also deployed two prototype barometer drifters manufactured by 
Australian company TURO Technology. These buoys are based on the SCRIPPS 
design, using the DBCP pressure port, but are slightly larger (500mm diameter), and 
for the purpose of the trials were fitted with weighted line drogues only. New 
prototypes currently on order will be fitted with holey sock drogues in conformance 
with current SVP buoys. Both buoys were deployed off the Western Australian coast 
in May 1994, and comparisons of pressure and sea surface temperature data with 
nearby TOGA buoys and observing ships showed very encouraging results. One buoy 
is continuing to perform satisfactorily after five months, while the other was picked up 
prematurely by a passing fishing vessel, and has been returned to the Bureau for 
examination. 

3.2 Buoy Life-time and Reliability 

The Bureau's Metocean drifters have been achieving nominal lifetimes of about 32 
months, with one exception currently operating after 48 months. However, several 
premature failures have been experienced, believed to have been caused by water entry 
through the sensor mast mounting flange. Evidence of significant water entry has been 
found in two recovered Met ocean buoys. This type of failure is characterised by an 
initial loss of air temperature data, as water contaminates the air temperature sensor 
bulk-head cable connector. The manufacturer has revised its assembly procedures to 
rectify the problem. 

Organization: CSIRO Division of Oceanography 
submitted by Dr. G Cresswell 

1. CURRENTPROGRA~ 

Drifters are used by the CSIRO Division of Oceanography as part of Australia's 
contribution to WOCE. The drifters are similar to those used by Peter Niiler and they 
are built by Moonraker in Hobart. They are drogued at 15 m depth with a holey sock; 
they measure sea surface temperature but not atmospheric pressure. 

Due to financial constraints in calendar year 1995 only 4 drifters are likely to be 
released. 
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Notes on Antarctic Deployments 

The Bureau of Meteorology, together with the Antarctic CRC, deployed three drifters 
in the Antarctic sea-ice zone early in 1994 as follows: 

Argos/WMO ID Lat/Long Buoy Type Drogt!_e 
2932/73504 62°S, 95°E Standard Metocean drifter weighted line 
1982/74801 63°S, 65°E. Metocean TOGA drifter undrogued 
6551/56514 60°S, 88°E. Prototype TURO SVP drifter holey sock 

(i) Buoy 2932 has operated almost faultlessly since its deployment, with some 
doubt about the air temperature sensor after 6 months. Sea temperatures encountered 
by this buoy were not as low as for the other two. 

(ii) Buoy 1982 operated satisfactorily for 6 months until the sea temperature 
dropped to the ice point of sea water (approx -1.85°C), when it ceased transmission. 
Transmissions re-started when the sea temperature climbed above freezing two months 
later, and the buoy again appears healthy,. 

(iii) CRC buoy 6551 failed after about 5 months when the temperature fell to below 
freezing. It is hoped that this too will recover as the temperature rises. · 

It should be noted that none of these drifters was specifically designed for use at low 
temperatures. 



Country: China 
Year:1994 
Current programmes: 
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A. Agency: North China Sea Branch, SOA( State Oceanic 
Administration) 
Number and type of buoys: 
(a) deployed during year: 1986-1994 
(b) ope.rational at 31 ,August: 1 buoy (10m diameter) 
(c) reporting on GTS at 31,August: 1 buoy 
Purpose of programme: 
(a) operational: yes 
(b) met/ocean research: yes 
(c) development : main deployment areas: Yellow Sea 
B. Agency: East China Sea·Branch, SOA 
Number and type buoys 
(a) deployed during year: 1986-1994 
(b)-operational at 31,August: 1 buoy (10m diameter) 
(c) reporting ~n GTS at 31,August: 1 buoy 
Purpose of programme: 
(a) operational: yes 
(b) met/ocean research: yes 
(c) developmental: main deployment areas: East China Sea 
C. Agency: South China Sea Branch, SOA 
Number and type of buoys: 
(a) deployed during year: 1986-1994 
(b) operational at 31,August: 1 Marex DS14 buoy 
(c) reporting on GTS at 31,August: 1 Marex DS14 buoy 
Purpose of programme 
{a) operational: yes 
(b) met/ocean research: yes 
(c) development: main development areas: South China Sea 
Planned programme 

The same buoys w(ll be continue in the near future. 
Technical development 
(a) Buoy design: 

4 small size buoys with 3m diameter, 5 large size buoys with 
10m diameter, 2 large size deep sea buoys with 10m diameter are 
developed and built during the past 10 years. They are all of 
disc type and multiple parameter data buoys. 
(b) Instrumentations: · 

Many sensors used in data buoy are developed and produce in 
the Marine Technical Institute. They include wind, air 
temperature, air pressure, water temperature, wave, and current. 
(c) Others: 

The solar power techniques were used once for additional power 
supply on a deep sea data buoy. 

Publications 
Many special technical reports have been finished. Many paper 

dealt with buoy technic are published in the Journa~ of Marine 
Technology. 

Special comments 
(a) The Argos system for data transportation sometimes can not 
meet the need of on-time communication well. the practical 
techniques of GPS positioning and stationary satellite data 
transportation in data buoy·is needed. 

(b) The solar power in data buoys is recommended for additional 
power supply. 
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FINLAND 

A. FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 

- Program no 815: Finnarp 89; meteorological observations for air-sea interaction studies 
Platforms: 1994; moored buoy , l 

1995; testing, 2 

Estimated P'IT-years: 1994; 0,06 
1995; 0,05 

- Program no I 001: Ocean current research in the Gulf of Finland 
Platforms : 1994 : drifting-buoy 3 

1995 : drifting-buoy 3 

Estimated P1T - years: 1994 ; 0,4 
1995; 0,15 

B. FINNISH METEOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE 

- Program no 740: Finnarp weather program; meteorological observations 
Platforms: 1994: fixed station l 

1995: fixed station 1 

Estimated P1T - years: 1994 ; 0,5 
1995; 0,5 

C. MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT 

- Program no xxx: Fell goose migration 
Platforms: 1994: animals 2 

1995: animals 2 

Estimated P1T - years: 1994 ; 0,42 
1995; 0,35 
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FRANCE 

CEA • Commissariat a I'Energie Atontique 
Estimated PTf-years in 1995 : 3 

-Program 475: study of water bodies in French Polynesia 
2 fixed location-and-data-collection transmiuers 

- Program 1262: monitoring Taal volcano, Philippin~s 
2 tixe.cl data·collection-only-transmitter 

CNES - Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales 
Estimated PTT-ye.ars in 1.995: 7 

-Program 351: 1neasuring water depth in River Niger 
48 data-collection-only-transmitters, backup 

- Program 1154: Slratosphetic balloons 
2 location-and-data-collection transmitters 

DREIF • Seine river basin, Nor•nandy 
Estimated P'IT-years in 1995 : 3 

- Prognun 274: flood warnings 
15 data-collection-only Lransmittcrs. backup 

EPALA • Loire river basjn, Brittany 
Estimated PIT-years in 1995 : 2.7 

- Program 144: measuring water levels in River Loire 
3 data-collection-,_mly lr'dl'lsmitt.ers, standard,.and 7 data-colle.clion-only transmitters 
backup. 

Finistere lighthouses nnd beacons 
Estimated PTI-ycars in 1995: 0.5 

- Program 120: 
Monitoring a lighthouse buoy in B~·est. data-collection-only, standard 

IFREMER 
EsLimated PTI-years in 1995 : 10.5 

-Program 687: XBT.TOGA program 
7 location transm itLers 

- Program 1009: N i vmer 
1 fixed data-collection-on) y station 

- Progrnn1 1108- 1309: Samba 
65 drifting buoys and Ral'os 

- Progran1 1381 : Scfos 
6 drifting buoys 
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IFRTP - Institut Fran~ais pour Ia Recherche et Ia Technologic Polai,·cs 
Estimated PTT-years in 1995 : 6 

- Progrruu 830: stratospheric monitoring 
2 tixe.d smtions for measuring ozone and nilrogen dioxide in TetTc Ad~lic 

- .Progra111 203: meteorological measurements in the sub-Antarctic:.: 
3 location transmitters on sh.ips Marion Dufresne, Astro.labe and La Curieus~ 

- Progrrun 7 38: Albalross tracking 
1.6 location transmitters for studying Crozet albatro~st:.s and oth~r birds in th~ 
Kerguelen Islands 

- Program 952~ Penguin tracking 
6 location trans1nitters for studying royal penguins on Croi',e.l Island and emperor 
penguins on Tcn·c. Adelie 

- Progran1 1331 : Penguin tracking 
6 location transmitters for smdying royal penguins on Crozet. Island 

INSU OCEAN .ATHMOSPHERE 
Estimated PTT-years in 1.995 : 11~78 

- Progr~un 672 : ARGOCET 
Whale tracking in Mediterranean sea 

- Progrruu 1830: PAMOY stratospht!ric: monitcuing 
5 data-collection-only transmiuers 

-Program 1074: PAMOS 
30 drifting buoy + 45 Rafos 

Ll\ID: Laboratoire De 1\'leteorologie Dyna•nic1ue 
EstimaLcd PIT-years in 1995 : 0.5 

- Program 286: wave dynamics 
Tracking about 10 instrumented balloons (launch schedule not ye.r t1nalizcd). 

MeteoroJogie Nationale Francnise 
Estimated PTI-years in 1995: 14 

- Progratu 44 : Drifting Buoy~ (research) 
Matisonde GT drifting buoys in llleleo-oce.anographic experiments (SEl\1APHORE in 
1993). Technological tests in 1994 and 1995 in preparation tO fulure campaigns. 

- Program 53 : Snow data srarions (operational) 
l 0 snow dat.1 stations to provide meleorological obsetvat.ions in re.al time toW eat her 
Fore.casting CenLers. 

- Program 115 : Moored Buoys (operational) 
1 moored nuoy to provide. me.teorologic..:al (>bs~rvutions off France in real time to \Veal her 
Ft>r~t:usling Ce.nll~rs (co-opcralion wilh the UK "tv1ett\)rological Office). 
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- Program 435 : Drifting Buoys (operat~<..~·~al) . . 
SIMBAD ne.twork, 5 to 7 pe.nllanent dnttmg buoys to provtde me.teorologH:aJ 
observations off France in real time to Weather Forecasting Centers. 

- Progrruu 452 : Rainfalltneasurement.c; (operational) . _ 
3 rainfall stations in French Caribbea. this progratn, presently operated by ORSTOIVI. 
will be transfered to METEO-FRANCE in 1995. · 

- Program 8044 : Waverider Buoys (re.search and opc:rational) 
1 directional waveride.r in Gaudeloupe 

- Progran1 9435 : drifting buoys (test then operational) 
3 to 5 low-cost lag,·angian drifters fitted with baromete.r (co-operation with SCRIPPS) 

ORSTOM 
Estimated P'IT-years in 1995 : 7 

- Progran1s 299, 448, 570,753, 936. 940,1025 
Rainfall and hydrornetric measurement.~ in French Guiana, New Caledonia, Caribbea. 
~1artinique, Benin, Guinea, Madagascar. Se"eral progran1s stops this year. 
Data-collection-only transmitters, backup 

SHOM 
Estimate.d PIT-years jn 1995: 17.5 

- Prognun 720: ATHENA 
Locating 3 instrumented buoys (drifting and moored) 

· Program 1170: RAFOS 
* SEMAPHORE 93 : 36 RAFOS·type tloaL5 and 4 VCMs are to come up in the lir~a 
qua1ter of 1995. Each will send 50 days of data. 
* INTERAFOS : 9 RAFOS-£ype tloat') are. LO come: up in Octobe.r 1995. Ea<.:h wi11 sc.nd 
50 days of data. 

- Progran1 1171 : SU RDRIF 
* SEMAPHORE: the. remaining SURDRIF drifLCrs. deployed during SEMAPH()RE 93. 
are inactive. 
lfc INTERAFOS: 20 SURDRIF ddfle.rs will be deployed along the Portuguese coast in 
July through De.t~emberl995. 

TOTAL ESTHviATED PTT-YEARS FOR FRANCE IN 1995 = 83,4H 
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GREECE 

Through the years Greece has been an active 

supporter of the work of the Data Buoy Co-operational 

Panel. Participating the DBCP sessions, we get experi

ence on the Drifting and Moored buoys programmes. There 

is a plan for deployment and use moored buoys in the 

next years, the purpose of which will be operational, 

as well as, for meteorological and oceanographic rese

arch. The deployment area will be the off shore Greek 

coastal zone. An Automated Coastal Weather Stations Net

work (on land) has already been started. 

We believe that the deployment:and use of Dri

fting buoys and the problems they may cause, should be 

a subject to international law for all sea areas. We 

support the procedure of activities which have been star

ted by the roc, concerning the definition of the legal 

status for the use of Drifting buoys. 
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ICELAND 

CURRENT PROGRAMMES 

The Icelandic Meteorological Office participates in the European Group on Ocean Stations -
EGOS. A majority of EGOS drifting buoys are deployed from Icelandic ships sailing from 
Iceland to USA. A predeployment test is given to these buoys in Reykjavik with special 
emphasis on the pressure sensor and the satellite communication. During the frrst 10 months 
of 1994 fifteen out of twenty three EGOS buoys have been deployed from Icelandic ships. 
One PTI -year is provided by the Icelandic Meteorological Office for use for refurbished 
EGOS buoys. 

Considerable near-real-time quality control of buoys in the EGOS North Programme is carried 
out by the Icelandic Meteorological Office, including coparison of the data received via the 
three LUTs used in the Programme. Errors and malfunctioning ·of EGOS buoys are reported 
to the Technical Secretary of EGOS for further action. 

The Marine Recearch Institute in Reykjavik has in 1994 deployed 8 surface velocity drifters 
(WOCFJSVP) for investigation of surface currents in Icelandic Waters 

PUBLICATIONS 

Flosi Hrafn Sigurdsson: Diurnal Variation in Data Availability 
from EGOS Buoys Drifting in the North 
Atlantic. EGOS Techn. Doc. No. 90. 
December 1993. 
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Country: KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 

Year: 1995 

A. Agency or programme: Korea Ocean Research and Development Institute 

Purpose of programme: To study the East China and Yellow Sea circulation 

Numbers and types of platforms: (a) deployed current year: 1 2 

(b) planned next year: 15 

Estimated number of PTT -years (a) current year: 2 

(b) next year: 4 

B. Agency or programme: 

(as above, repeat as often as necessary) 

Special comments (if any) Five of the 15 drifters in 1995 are for the WOCE Surface Velocity 
Programme 
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THE NETHERLANDS 

Year: 1994 

CURRENT PROGRAMMES 

A. Agency or programme: Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) 

Number and type of buoy~: (a) deployed during year: one (CS); 

(b) operational at 31 August: one; 

(c) reporting on GTS at 31 August: one. 

Purpose of programme: Operational meteorology and oceanography. 

Main deployment areas: North Atlantic. 

B. Agency or programme: Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ) 

Number and type of buoys: (a) deployed during year: Six (clear water 
drifters); 

(b) operational at 31 August: Six; 

(c) reporting on GTS at 31 August: Six. 

Purpose of programme: Oceanographic research. 

Main deployment areas: North Atlantic. 

PLANNED PROGRAMMES 

A. Agency or programme: Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment in next 1 2 months: 
two CS buoys. 

Purpose of programme: Operational meteorology and oceanography. 

Main deployment areas: North Atlantic. 
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B. Agency or programme: NIOZ, DUTCH-WARP 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment in next 12 months: 
Up to six drifters. 

Purpose of programme: Oceanographic research. 

Main deployment areas: North Atlantic. 

PUBUCA TIONS 

Statistics of buoys in the EGOS programme are taken up in the quarterly reports 
(United Kingdom Meteorological Office) and the monthly statistics (Meteo-France). 

SPECIAL COMMENTS 

(a) Quality of buoy data: See statistics under Publications above; 

(b) Communications: All buoys are tracked by the Argos system; 

(c) Buoy lifetime: See relevant EGOS technical documents (Thor Kvinge); 

(d) Other: DUTCH-WARP is a contribution to WOCE, repeat section 
AR-7 (east). In addition, it is planned to study the 
hydrography in the Iceland Basin in order to investigate the 
deep circulation and the upper circulation in the various 
branches of the North Atlantic Current. 

Year 1995 

A. Agency or programme: Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 

Purpose of programme: EGOS Drifting Buoy Programme {0436) 

Numbers and types of platforms: 
{a) deployed current year ( 1993): 1 CS drifter 
{b) planned next year { 1994 ): 2 CS drifters 

Estimated number of P'IT-years: 
{a) current year: 3 
{b) next year: 3 

B. Agency or programme: Netherlands Institute for Sea Research 

Purpose of programme: Dutch WARP under WOCE {0878) 

Numbers and types of platforms: 
(a) deployed current year ( 1993): 3 Clear Water drifters 
(b) planned next year (1994): 



C. 

D. 

E. 
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Estimated number of P'IT -years: 
(a) current year: 1 
(b) next year: 

Agency or programme: Centre of Environmental Science. Leiden University 

Purpose of programme: (i) Dugong conservation ( 1157) 
(ii) Elephant Migration ( 1158) 

Numbers and types of platforms: 
(a) deployed current year (1994): 4 Telonics PTis 
(b) planned next year ( 1995 ): 3 Telonics PTis 

Estimated number of P'IT-years: 
(a) current year: 1 
(b) next year: 0.5 

Agency or programme: Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research. Utrecht 
University · 

Purpose of programme: Land lee and Sea Level Monitoring {1238) 

Number and types of platforms: 
(a) deployed current year { 1994): 1 Telonics P'IT 
(b) planned next year (1995): 3 Telonics P'ITs 

Estimated number of PIT -years: 
(a) current year: 2.5 
(b) next year: 2.5 

Agency or programme: 

Purpose of programme: 

Institute for Forestry and Nature Research (new) 

Population Ecology of Geese from the Taimyr Peninsula in 
relation to natural and human Prediction Pressure (new) 

Number and types of platforms: 
{a) deployed current year (1994): 
(b) planned next year (1995): 5 (?) PTis 

Estimated number of PTI -years: 
(a) current year: 
(b) next year: 0.35 
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Country NEW ZEALAND 
Year 1994 

A. Agency or Programme: Meteorological Service of New Zealand Ltd 
(MSNZ) 

Purpose of programme: Drifting Buoy Data for Forecasting 

Number and types of platforms: (a) deployed current year: 3 WSD buoys 
(b) planned next year: 5 basic buoys 

Estimated number of PTT-years (a) current year: 7 years 
(b) next year: 7 years 

B. Agency or Programme: Department of Zoology, University of Otago 

Purpose of programme: Foraging Ecology of New Zealand Fur Seal 

Number and types of platforms: (a) deployed current year: 3 PTTs 90 days 
each 

(b) planned next year: unknown 

Estimated number of PTT-years (a) current year: .633 years 
(b) next year: unknown 

C. Agency or Programme: National Institute of Water and Atmosphere 

Purpose of programme: Moored Met buoy 

Number and types of platforms: (a) deployed current year: 1 
(b) planned next year: 1 

Estimated number of PTT-years (a) current year: 0.5 years 
(b) next year: unknown 

Special Comments 

Several scientific organizations have indicated that they plan to use 
the ARGOS system for the first time in 1995. These will be new JTA 
customers and they will be tracking birds ( namely, Molymawks and 
Petrels) and seals. 
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NORWAY 

Agency or programme: Chr. Michelsen Research 
Purpose of programme: Program 0655 SOBA (Data collection and 
positioning. Drifting buoys). 
Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: - 10 

b) planned next year: - 10 
Estimated number of PTT-years: a) current year: 3 

b) next year: 2.5 
Special comments: Two types 1) drifting buoys for real-time 
acquisition of meteorological data and 2) capsules on the 
Arctic ice for observation of icedrift and meteorological 
data. 

Purpose of programme: 9655 Nordic WOCE 
Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 

b) planned next year: 
Estimated number of PTT-years: a) current year: 

b) next year: 0.5 

Agency or programme: Norwegian Meteorological Institute 
Purpose of programme: Program 154 NOROBS meteorology 

Program 198 MONI/SEANOR meteorology 
Program 314 ARNO meteorology 
Program 428 SOBA NW meteorology 
Program 9154 AURORA meteorology 

Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 
b) planned next year: 8-9 

Estimated number of PTT-years: a) current year: 
b) next year: 5.15 

Agency or programme& Norwegian Polar Institute 
Purpose of programme: Tracking marine mammals 
Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 23 

b) planned next year: 15 
Estimated number of PTT-years: a) current year: 8 

b) next year: 6 

Purpose of programme: Monitoring activity and distribution of 
Arctic fox and Svalbard reindeer 

Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 8 
b) planned next year: 0 

Estimated number of PTT-years: a) current year: 1 
b) next year: 1.5 

Purpose of programme: Tracking sea birds 
Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 

b) planned next year: 5 
Estimated number of PTT-years: a) current year: 0 

b) next year:O.S 

Purpose of programme: Program 29 Ice drift experiment (ICEX) 
Number and types of platfo~me: a) deployed current year: 7 

b) planned next year: 13 
Estimated number of PTT-years: a) current year: ? 

b) next year: 8 
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Agency or programmer Marine Research Institute 
Purpose of programme: Programme 0209 Fish and larvae drifters 
Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 

b) planned next year: 
Estimated number of PTT-yearR: a) current year: 4 

b) next year: 2 

Agenoy or programme: Defence Reaaarch Batabliabment 
Purpose of programme: Programme 926 Icenoice 
Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 1 

b) planned next year: 0 
Estimated·number of PTT-yeara: a) current year: 0.2 

b) next year: 0 

Agency or p~ogramme: SINTBP NUL 
Purpose of programme: Programm~ ?02 NORID (transfer data or 
position from measurement platforms) 
Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 4 

b) planned next year: 1 
Estimated number of PTT-yeara: a) current year: 1 

b) next year: 0.5 

Agency or_programmea Norwegian Institute of Nature Research 
Purpose of prog~amme: Programme 1166 Satellite tracking of 
south polar skua 
Number and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 

b) planned next year: 
Estimated number of PTT-years: a) current year: o.s 

h) next year: _0.15 

Agency Qr programme: University of Tromae 
Purpose of programme: Programme 768 Harp seal positioning 
Number- and types of platforms: a) deployed current year: 

b) planned next year: 
EAtimat.ed number of PTT-yeara: a) current year: 2.5 

b) next year: 3.5 
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SOUTH AFRICA 

The South African Weather Bureau deployed 20 drifting weather buoys during the 
period September 1993 to August 1994. All these drifters were manufactured by Meteocean, 
Canada. Three were of the TOGA-type and the rest CMOD-type. Five TOGA buoys were 
supplied by the USA National Data Buoy Center for deployment on their behalf in the South 
Atlantic. Unfortunately, two developed a defect and had to be brought back for inspection and 
repairs. 

Of the 1 7 CMOD-drifters, 12 were deployed in the South Atlantic during October 
1993. Two were deployed in the vicinity of South Georgia Island during July 1994. The 
remaining three were air deployed in the South Indian Ocean during navigational training flights 
of the South African Air Force to Marion Island. During the training flight, which took place in 
March 1994, one CMOD was air deployed while another two were air deployed during July of 
the same year. 

The refurbished drifting buoy placed on Inaccessible Island during October 1993 
reported air temperature and air pressure data for most of the said period while the refurbished 
TOGA buoy placed on South Thule of the South Sandwich Island group reported good pressure 
and temperature values throug~out the period. 

All the data from drifting weather buoys as well as fixed stations were disseminated 
on the GTS on a regular basis. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

1. CURRENT PROGRAMMES 

1.1 Institute: Meteorologicai Office 

Programme: EGOS 
Number & type of buoys 

a) deployed during year: 17 drifters + 8 moored 
b) operational at 31 August: 11 drifters + 10 moored 
c) reporting on GTS at 31 August: 11 drifters + 10 moored 

Purpose of programme: Operational meteorology and oceanography 

Main deployment areas: North Atlantic 

1.2 Institute: Meteorological Office 

Programme: IABP 
Number & type of buoys 

a) deployed during year: 1 ice buoy ( air dropped ) 
b) operational at 31 August: 2 
c) reporting on GTS at 31 August: 2 

Purpose of programme: 
oceanography, climate research 

Operational 

Main deployment areas: Arctic Ocean 

1.3 Institute: Meteorological Office 

Programme: Low cost drifter evaluation 
Number & type of buoys 

meteorology 

a) deployed during year: 2 WOCE barometer drifters 
b) operational at 31 August: 1 
c) reporting on GTS at 31 August: 1 

Purpose of programme: Evaluation 

Main deployment areas: Central North Atlantic 

1.4 Institute: Institute of Oceanographic Sciences - Deacon 
Laboratory (IOS-DL) 

Programme: Prog 296 
Number & type of buoys 

and 
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a) deployed during year: 1 (prototype "sonic" buoy) 
b) operational at 31 August: 0 
c) reporting on GTS at 31 August: o 

Purpose of programme: Development 

Main deployment areas: Carmarthen Bay, UK 

1.5 Institute: NERC Research Vessel Services (RVS) 

Programme: Prog 711 
Number & type of buoys 

a) deployed during year: 7 (Decca/Argos buoys) 
b) operational at 31 August: o 
c) reporting on GTS at 31 August: 0 

Purpose of programme: Met/Ocean research 

Main deployment areas: UK continental shelf 

1.6 Institute: Plymouth Marine Laboratory (PML) 

Proaramme: Prog 780 
Number & type of buoys 

a) deployed during year: 11 (5 Moonraker, 4 Met o, 
1 Serpe, 1 IDB) 

b) operational at 31 August: 3 
c) reporting on GTS at 31 August: 1 

Purpose of programme: Development and metjocean research 

Main deployment areas: NE Atlantic 

1.7 Institute: University College of North Wales , Menai Bridge 

Programme: Prog 563 
Number & type of buoys 

a) deployed during year: 4 (2 position only, 2 with 
thermister chains and optical sensors) 

b) operational at 31 August: 2 
c)· reporting on GTS at 31 August: o 

Purpose of programme: Metjocean research 

Main deployment areas: Irish Sea and Canary Island region 

2. PLANNED PROGRAMMES 
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2.1 Institute: Meteorological Office 

Programme: EGOS 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment during next 
12 months: Up to 18 drifters and 13 moored buoys including 

3 new positions 

Purpose of programme: Operational metjocean 

Main deployment areas: NE Atlantic 

2.2 Institute: Meteorological Office 

Programme: IABP 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment during next 
12 months: 1 ice drifter 

Purpose of. programme: Operational metjocean and climate 
research 

Main deployment areas: Arctic Ocean 

2.3 Institute: Meteorological Office 

Programme: ISABP 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment during next 
12 months: 1 11wsd 11 drifter 

Purpose of programme: Operational metjocean 

Main deployment areas: s Atlantic 

2.4 Institute: Meteorological Office 

Programme: EGOS 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment during next 
12 months: 5 WOCE barometer drifters 

Purpose of programme: Evaluation 

Main deployment areas: N Atlantic 

2.5 Institute: IOS-DL 
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Programme: 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment during next 
12 months: 4 (1 "sonic" buoy for wind stress, 1 wave buoy, 

1 current profiling buoy, 1 met buoy) 

Purpose of programme: Metjocean research 

Main deployment areas: Carmarthen Bay 

2.6 Institute: Dunstaffnage Marine Laboratory (DML) 

Programme: NERC Land-Ocean Interaction Study (LOIS) 

Number and tvoe of buoys planned for deployment during next 
12 months: 20 (to measure various oceanic parameters, inc 

some met variables) 

Purpose of programme: metjocean research 

Main deployment areas: Shelf edge west of Scotland 

2.7 Institute: NERC-RVS 

Programme: 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment during next 
12 months: about 4 (Decca/Argos buoys) 

Purpose of programme: metjocean research 

Main deployment areas: UK Continental Shelf 

2.8 Institute: PML 

Programme: 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment during next 
12 months: 14 (4 Met 0, 3 Moonraker, 2 Serpe, 3 IDB, 2 Turo) 

Purpose of programme: Development and metjocean research 

Main deployment areas: NE Atl.antic 

2.9 Institute: UCNW 

Programme: 

Number and type of buoys planned for deployment during next 
12 months: 2 
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Purpose of programme: metjocean research 

Main deployment areas: European shelf areas 

3 PUBLICATIONS 

3 .1 Meteorological Office: Quarterly Reports on "Drifting Buoys in 
the North Atlantic". 

D J Painting 
Met Office, UK Oct 1994 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

In support of marine weather forecasts, ocean, coastal, and climate studies, the United 
States had 2,585 drifting buoys reporting through Argos at least once during the period 
October 1993 to September 19~4. Among these buoys, 1 ,018 reported on GTS. For 
the period 16 October 1994 to 26 October 1994, the United States had 928 operational 
drifting buoys reporting at least once through Argos. Of these, 473 reported on GTS. 
The United States also maintains a network of 125 moored data buoys located in 
waters around the Continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, and the Tropical 
Pacific. All of the moored data buoys are reported on GTS. Of the moored buoys, 65 
transmitted data through GOES and 60 transmitted data through Argos. The United 
States sponsors of the prog~ams supporting these data buoys include the National 
Science Foundation, the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, the 
Department of Transportation, the Department of Defense, the Department of Interior, 
the Department of Energy, and State Institutions. 

In 1995, as shown in the accompanying table, over 2800 drifting buoys are planned to 
be deployed. The distribution of these buoys by ocean basin are: 1351 -Pacific, 1013-
Atlantic, 270- Indian, 78- Arctic, 81 -Gulf of Mexico, 12- Great Lakes, and 27 at 
locations in coastal waters to be determined. In addition, about 212 moored buoys are 
planned for deployment as follows: 119- Pacific, 5- Atlantic, 4- Indian, 1 -Arctic, 1 -
Great Lakes, and 82 in coastal waters. 

The following is a comprehensive list identifying 1995 expected U.S. drifting and 
moored buoys by program: 

A. NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION 

1. National Data Buoy Center 
Purpose: To provide operational meteorological and oceanographic data. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Atlantic - 76 
Pacific- 30 
Emergency Response - 8 

(b) moorings: 
Coastal U.S. -78 

2. Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory 
Purpose: To study biological and physical processes which cause variability of 

recruitment to commercially valuable fish and to describe sea ice 
deformation fields. 

Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Arctic- 24 
Pacific -7 

(b) Moorings: 
Arctic.- 1 
Pacific- 1 
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3. Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory 
Purpose: Surface wave and current measurements in the Great Lakes. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Great Lakes - 12 

4. Office of Global Programs 
{Funding for Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography, and various Universities.) 
Purpose: To provide meteorological and oceanographic observations for the 

monitoring and prediction of climate change and circulation studies. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Atlantic - 342 
Pacific - 695 
Indian- 66 

(b) Moorings: 
Pacific- 94 
Atlantic- 3 

6. Office of Ocean and Earth Sciences, NOS 
{In collaboration with the National Data Buoy Center and the Navy/NOAA 
Joint Ice Center) 
Purpose: To provide meteorological and oceanographic observations for TOGA 

and Arctic analysis and forecasting. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Atlantic - 15 
Pacific- 10 
Indian- 4 
Arctic- 17 

B. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
{Funding for several Universities and Institutions) 

Purpose: To provide meteorological and oceanographic observations for TOGA 
and WOCE Surface Velocity Program, circulation studies, and 
biological and chemical oceanography programs. 

Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 
Atlantic - 326 
Pacific - 372 
Indian- 200 

(b) Moorings: 

C. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

1. Naval Oceanographic Office 

Pacific- 15 
Atlantic- 2 

Purpose: Collection of real-time data for operational analysis and forecasting. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Atlantic - 121 
Pacific - 130 
Arctic- 21 
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2. Office of Naval Research 
Purpose: Physical oceanography studies. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Atlantic - 40 
Pacific- 20 

(b) Moorings: 
Indian- 5 

3. Naval Research Laboratory 
Purpose: Real-time meteorological/oceanographic data collection. 

· Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

4. Navy Post Graduate School 

Atlantic/Mediterranean - 17 
Pacific- 17 
Arctic- 16 

Purpose: Physical oceanography studies, particularly in the California Current. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Pacific- 40 
(b) Moorings: 

Pacific- 4 

D. U.S. COAST GUARD 
Purpose: To collect current and sea surface temperature data for ice berg 

movement and deterioration and search and rescue operations. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Atlantic - 66 

E. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR, MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE 
Purpose: To study circulation patterns in the continental shelf areas. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Pacific- 20 
Gulf of Mexico- 81 

(b) Moorings: 
Pacific- 5 

F. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, FOREST SERVICE 
Purpose: To track the movement of log rafts in channels and ocean areas. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Pacific- 5 

G. NON-PROFIT INSTITUTIONS/ORGANIZATIONS 

1. Rosensteil School of Marine and Atmospheric Studies 
Purpose: Determine the recruitment pathways of fish and lobster larvae in the 

offshore circulation and wind driven routes in the Straits of Florida. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Straits of Florida - 12 
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2. Woods !1ole Oceanographic Institution 
Purpose: Develop drifting acoustic receivers for global temperature mapping. 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Atlantic- 5 

3. University of Texas Applied Research Laboratories 
Purpose: Shallow water oceanographic studies. 
Location and No.: (a) Moorings: 

Coastal- 4 

4. Draper Laboratory 
Purpose: Subsurface observations in the Arabian Sea 
Location and No.: (a) Moorings: 

Indian Ocean - 2 

5. Webb Research Corporation 
Purpose: Ocean Deployment of SLOCUM profilers 
Location and No.: (a) Drifters: 

Atlantic- 6 
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REPORTS FROM THE DBCP ACTION GROUPS 

EUROPEAN GROUP ON OCEAN STATIONS 

CURRENT PROGRAMMES: 

Aeencfes of pro&ramme: Danish Meteorological Institute 
Deutscher Wetterdienst 
Icelandic Meteorological Offtce 
Irish Meteorologial Service 
Royal Netherlands Meteorolo&lcal Institute 
The Norwegian Meteorological Institute 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute. 
United Kingdom Meteorological Office 

Number and types of buoys: a) Deployed in 1993 33 Drilline buoys 
b) Deployed in 1994 Jan-June: 13 Drifting buoys 
c) Operational at June 30 1994: 

16 Drifting buoys 
5 Moored buoys 

Purpose of programme: a) To provide meteorological and oceanographic 
data on a near real-tlme basis. from data sparse areas in 
the North Atlantic:. 

Deployment area: Nortll Atlantic, between 2S N to 63 N , east of 45 W. 

PLANNED PROGRAMMES: a) The programme will continue with deployment of about 
10 driftJng buoys per year. 

b )Tbe currently moored buoy stadons will be maintained, 
In addition more moored stations may be established in 
the North Sea and west of the Hebrides. 

TECHNICAL DEVELOPEMENTS: 
a}Testlng on various types of barometers 

b)lmplementation ofGPS navleation receiven in the 
drifting buoys. 
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SPECIAL COMMENTS: 
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EGOS Technical Document series: 1 • 104 
In 1993. Techn Docs. Nos. 7 3 • 91 
In 1994. Techn Docs. Nos. 92-104 

a) Monthly report on EGOS buoy status 
b) Annual Reports 
c) Reports on Meetings 
d) Reports on Technical subjec:ts 

a) Quality or buoy data: Quality control of EGOS buoy data is based on: 

b) Communication: 

c:) Buoy lifetimes: 

1) A quasi-real·dme control made at the Icelandic 
Meteorological Service. 

2) Data quality control is also made at the UK 
Meteorological Omce, Central Forecast Branch In 
BracknellAnatysis. Statistia on the weekly and monthly 
average air pressure and sea surface temperatures bias 
for each buoy is calculated relative to the background 
fteld. 

3)Statistic:s on tbe air pressure data quality is also 
provided by the DBCP Technical Co-ordinator. 

The buoy data are transmitted via the Argos System and 
received by three LUfs; Toulouse, 
Oslo and Stndre Stnfmfjord respectively. 
All three LUTs disseminate the data in real-time via th' 
GTS. 

In EGOS the buoy operational lifetime is defined as tbe 
number of days durin& wblcb the buoy provide usefull 
air pressure data, regardless of the reason why it fails. 
Statistics on the average operational lifetime for the 
EGOS buoys are worked out on a semi annual and an 
annual basis: 

In 1991, 165 days 
In 1992 , 312 days 
In 1993 , 200 days 
In 1994 , 116 days (Jan 1 • June t 1994) 
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Figure I: EGOS buoy status as at June 30. 1994. 
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INTERNATIONAL SOUTH ATLANTIC BUOY PROGRAMME 

Status report: 3 November 1994 

Data sparseness in the South Atlantic Ocean have been a topic of 
conversation amongst meteorologists and oceanographers for a very long time. Amongst the 
members of the Data Buoy Co-operation Panel it has been discussed since the early days of the 
panel's existence. During the panel ninth session in Athens in 1993, it was decided that the 
DBCP, assisted by WMO, should host a meeting in Buenos Aires to determine the interest in 
an international South Atlantic drifting weather buoy programme. 

The interest in this meeting, which took place in mid-December 1993, was 
good and the participants decided to have a second preparatory meeting in September 1994. 
During the first preparatory meeting a steering committee was elected. 

During the intersessional period, before the second preparatory meeting, the 
steering committee developed a buoy deployment plan and at the time, when the second 
meeting took place, i.e. early October 1994, the deployment of some 42 drifting weather buoys 
was underway in the South Atlantic. 

The second preparatory meeting was immediately followed by the first 
meeting of the Committee of the ISABP. During this meeting an intersessional steering 
committee was elected and a programme co-ordinator was appointed. 

The ISABP was off to a very good start. A few challenges were identified 
soon after and the steering committee started with its assignments: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

It was important that there should be no delay in obtaining the data from 
drifters in the South Atlantic.· The possibility of a LUT in Buenos Aires and/or 
Gough Island therefore needs to be investigated; 

Delays in the transfer of data on the GTS needs to be investigated and 
corrected if it should prove to be true; 

There are only a very few islands in the South Atlantic and it is therefore 
important that they be exploited to the full in obtaining wether data from the. 

As of 2 November 1994, the ISABP applied to the DBCP to be recognized as a regional action 
group. The application was accepted with pleasure by the panel. 

The next important step would be to recruit participants to the ISABP. 
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REPORTS ON DATA MANAGEMENT CENTRES 

MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SERVICE 

Introduction 

The Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS) in Canada became a 
Responsible National Oceanographic Data Centre (RNODC) for Drifting 
Buoy Data on behalf of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission (IOC) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in 
January 1986. The purpose of this report is to describe the 
activities of the RNODC-MEDS in acquiring and making drifting buoy 
data available to the scientific community during the last nineteen 
months (January 93 - July 94). 

Data Flow 

We show in the attached table various statistics derived for this 
19-month period of activity. The first column of the table gives 
the month and year number, the second column provides the number of 
messages received by MEDS for this particular month-year. The next 
two columns provide the statistics on the buoys themselves; it 
shows first the number of buoys reporting on the GTS and for which 
MEDS is receiving the data while the second one gives the number of 
operating drifting buoys· according to Service ARGOS. The last 
column gives an estimate of the success by MEDS in acquiring the 
drifting buoy data. Figure 1 is an illustration of the same 
information as it displays on the right Y-axis the number of buoys 
for which MEDS receives the data (continuous line) while the left 
Y-axis illustrates the number of messages received each month (bar 
chart) by MEDS. 

During this 19-month period, MEDS received a total of 1,846,818 
messages transmitted from drifting buoy platforms sending their 
data through the GTS (an average of 97,201 messages per month). The 
average number of messages per month (95,731) for the first seven 
months in 1994 has decreased by 2. 4 % from the 1993 monthly 
average, which shows that slightly less data are being recorded by 
drifting buoys. 

The average number of buoys reporting on the GTS (according to 
ARGOS statistics) has decreased from 1137 in 1993 to 1096 in 1994, 
more than a 3 % drop. The percentage of data for which MEDS 
receives the data through the GTS has also decreased as shown by 
Figure 2 of this report. When compared to previous years, there is 
still a small upward trend but the last few months statistics 
indicate a below "normal" situation. Again, Principal 
Investigators are strongly encouraged to forward their buoy data 
onto the GTS. 
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The following table illustrates the increase (negative numbers 
indicate a decrease) for the last three years with regard to the 
traffic of messages on the GTS from Drifting Buoy as the second 
column indicates the increase or decrease of MEDS success in the 
acquisition of data through the GTS while the last column indicates 
a general decrease of Drifting Buoys floating on the Ocean, 
according again to Service ARGOS. 

% :t Over Number of Number of Number of 
Previous Year messages buoys for operational 

received by which MBDS buoys.ARGOS 
Year MBDS received data 

1992 43.3 % 56.8 % 42.2 % 

1993 50.4% 22.0% 18.1 % 

1994 -2.4 % ·-11.9% -3.6 % 

Historical Data Acquisition 

Since the FGGE program and since January 1986 when MEDS became the 
RNODC for Drifting Buoy data, the archive has grown constantly. It 
now contains a total of 7,783,285 messages from 48,960 different 
buoy-months of which close to 80 % has passed MEDS critical quality 
control procedures. 

Services 

MEDS issues an annual report summarJ.z:tng the data received and 
processed during the previous year and showing the locations of the 
buoys. The 1993 annual report has already been published and 
distributed. Every month, global maps are issued displaying the 
location for the buoys reporting over the GTS. In addition MEDS 
also deliver data for a user specified area, time and range of 
buoys on computer magnetic tape in GF-3 format. If the volume of 
data requested is small enough, it can be obtained on computer 
diskette (5 1/4 or 3 1/2-inch). If the volume is too large, the 
data can be copied onto Exabyte cartridge or can be transmitted 
through Internet via Anonymous FTP. Displays of buoy tracks are 
also available for any ocean area and time frame. The MEDS monthly 
DRIBU track chart is also published in the IOC/WMO IGOSS Products 
Bulletin quarterly publication. 

MEDS has completed the development and installation of a computer 
file containing information about the operators of the buoys as 
well. as the program under which the buoy has been deployed. Other 
information, such as the program manager or organization and 
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characteristics of the buoy are also kept if this information is 
made available to MEDS. 

MEDS has developed an archiving mechanism for the Drifting Buoys 
Bulletin Board messages available each day on ScienceNet. For a 
particular buoy or set of buoys, all messages (if any) regarding 
its operational behaviour are available upon request on paper or on 
computer diskette. 

Cost Recovery 

According to the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans Policy 
on cost recovery, MEDS levy a small charge to recover the 
incremental cost when fullfilling a particular request. The total 
cost is usually small. For Drifting Buoys data, the cost may be 
estimated as follows in Canadian currency: 

1) Computer drawn map: 

Basic Fee: $28.00 
Labour Fee: $29.51 
Map: $ 6. 90 
Plot: $ 1.00 

2) Data retrieval: 

Basic Fee: $28.00 
Labour Fee: $29.51 
Data point: $ 0.65 per 1,000 data points. 

In addition, when an output medium is required to supply the data, 
the following cost must be added: 

$22.50 for computer magnetic tape (6250 BPI); 
$ 1.75 for computer diskette (3 1/2 inches); 
$25.00 for an Exabyte tape. 

FTP transmission through Internet is free of charge. 

How to contact MEDS 

MEDS can be contacted through various ways. Feel free to 
contact us by mail, telephone, facsimile, or electronic mail. 

RNODC for Drifting Buoys 
Marine Environmental Data Service 
Mr. Paul-Andre Bolduc Telephone: (613)990-0231 
1202-200 Kent Street Facsimile: (613)990-5510 
Ottawa, Ontario Ol~ET: A.BOLDUC 
CANADA K1A OE6 InterNet: BOLDUC@OTTMED.MEDS.DFO.CA 
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Table: Monthly statistics on number of buoys and number of 
messages received at MEDS from January 93 to July 94 

Month/Year # Messages # Buoys # Buoys 
received in reporting according 

MEDS on GTS to ARGOS 

Jan 93 76,445 688 1,027 

Feb 93 63,463 690 1,632 

Mar 93 95,015 688 1,097 

Apr 93 98,311 703 1,103 

May 93 102,554 717 1,053 

Jun 93 98,353 673 1,096 

Jul 93 100,192 666 1,088 

Aug 93 101,599 654 1,081 

Sep 93 94,538 656 1,075 

Oct 93 111,201 703 1,085 

Nov 93 112,804 693 1,136 

Dec 93 122,228 715 1,174 

Jan 94 100,857 659 1,191 

Feb 94 82,655 625 1,118 

Mar 94 99,998 590 1,110 

Apr 94 95,561 593 1,058 

May 94 94,964 587 1,036 

Jun 94 95,333 590 1,043 

Jul 94 100,747 592 1,113 

Report prepared by: 

Paul-Andre Bolduc 
Marine Environmental Data Service 
August 1994 
Updated November 7, 1994 .. 

% received 
in MEDS 

67.0 
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56.6 
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SPECIALIZED OCEANOGRAPHIC CENTRE FOR DRIFTING BUOYS 

Report 1993-1994 

A daily collection and archiving of buoy reports from the world ocean is performed by the 
French Meteorological service. 

As usual the french SOC produces monthly graphic products for buoys, moored buoys, drifting 
buoys, ships. 

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, show the time evolution of reports for wind (direction and speed) and for 
pressure respectively for all buoys, moored buoys, drifting buoys and ships since the 1st of 
January 1993. 

Figure 5 shows the time evolution ofwaveobs reports since the 1st of January 1993. 

Each month mapping position plot charts and Marsden square distribution are produced for 
Drifter and Ship and are sent to 70 users in the world. Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 show products for 
June 1994. 

The SOC has increased its activities, Figures 10, 11, 12, 13 show Marsden square distribution 
chart of mean monthly data availability (top) and Percentage of Drifter reports compared to 
ship + drifter reports (bottom) for wind, pressure, air temperature, sea surface temperature for 
June 1994. 

French SOC Representative 

Joel POITEVIN 
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Repartition par carre Marsden des observations recues en Juin 1994 

Marsden square distribution chart of data received during June 1994 
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Marsden square distribution chart of mean monthly data availability index {top) 
{Index 100 = 8 obs. per day per 500kM * 500kM area of SHIP and DRIFTER reports) 

and 
Percentage of DRIFTER reports compared to SHIP+DRIFTER reports {bottom) 
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Marsden square distribution chart of mean monthly data availability index (top) 
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Marsden square distribution chart of mean monthly data availability index (top) 
(Index 100 = 8 obs. per day per 500kM * 500kM area of SHIP and DRIFTER reports) 

and 
Percentage of DRIFTER reports compared to SHIP+DRIFTER reports {bottom) 
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Marsden square distribution chart of mean monthly data availability index (top) 
(Index 100 = 8 obs. per day per 500kM * 500kM area of SHIP and DRIFTER reports) 

and 
Percentage of DRIFTER reports compared to SHIP+DRIFTER reports (bottom) 
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ANNEX IV 

NUMBER OF DRIFTING BUOYS BY COUNTRY AND THOSE REPORTING VIA THE GTS 

(as of January 1995 based on actual transmissions between 6 and 16 January 1995) 

Organization 

Antarct:i('! CRC 
Bedford~nstitute of Oceanography 
Bermuda Oiological Station for Research, Inc. 
Bureau oi Meteorology 
CSIR - EUATEK 
CSIRO 
Christian Michelsen Research 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
Environment Canada 
Fisheries Agency 
IF REMER 
INPE 
Institute of Marine Research 
Institute of Ocean Sciences 
Institute Universitario Navale 
Japan Marine Science and Technology Center 
Japan Meteorological Agency 
KORDI 
Marine Biological Association 
Marine Research Institute 
Maritime Safety Agency 
Meteorological Institute 
Meteorological Office 
Meteorological Service of New Zealand, Ltd. 
Minerals Management Service 
Meteo France 
NATO Saclant ASW Research Center 
NOAA, Atlantic Oceano. and Meteo. Laboratory 
NOAA, National Data Duoy Center 
NOAA, National Fisheries Science Center 
NOAA, Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory 
National Fisheries Research and Dev. Agency 
National Ice Center 
National Institute of Oceanography 
National Taiwan Ocean University 
North America! CLS, Inc. 
OCEAN OR 
Pohang Regional Marine and Port Administration 
Polar Institute 
Royal Netherland Meteorological Institute 
Science Applications International Corporation 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
South African Weather Bureau 
South China Sea Sub-Dureau Of NBO 
Tokai University 

Country 

AUSTHALIA 
CANADA 
USA 
AUS'rRALIA 
SOU'l'H AFRICA 
AUS'l'RALIA 
NORWAY 
CANADA 
CANADA 
JAPAN 
FRANCE 
BHAZIL 
NORWAY 
CANADA 
I'rALY 
JAPAN 
JAPAN 
KOREA 
UNITED I<INGDOM 
ICELAND 
JAPAN 
NORWAY 
UNITED KINGDOM 
NEW ZEALAND 
USA 
FRANCE 
I'l'ALY 
USA 
USA 
USA 
USA 
KOREA 
USA 
INDIA 
'rAIWAN 
USA 
NORWAY 
KOREA 
NORWAY 
NE'rHERLANDS 
USA 
USA 
SOU'l'H AFRICA 
CHINA 
JAPAN 

Total 

1 
6 
1 
10 
31 
4 
3 
16 
3 
1 
5 
1 
1 
23 
9 
2 
3 
9 
6 
1 
19 
4 
27 
8 
12 
11 
22 
146 
51 
2 
54 
1 
6 
8 
7 
2 
11 
2 
5 
3 
8 
372 

. 22 
2 
3 

GTS 

1 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
18 
8 
0 
7 
17 
108 
43 
0 
21 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
218 
18 
0 
0 



ANNEX IV, p. 2 

US Naval Oceanographic Office 
US Coast Guards, Internationa l I ce Patrol 
US Na val Postgraduate School 
Univeristy of Hannover 

USA 92 
USA 25 
USA 7 
GERMi\NY 7 

University of Cam~riJge UNI'l'ED KINGDOM 1 
GERMANY 4 
USA 27 

University of Ilam~urg 
University of Ilawail 
University of Kiel, IFM GERMANY 23 
University of Miami USA 26 
University of New Hampshire USA 1 
University of Oregon USA 11 
University of Rhode Island USA 2 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution USA 38 

Total 1208 

(% of Total) 

Mean Nb. of Drifting Buoy Obs. per day 

on GTS, by sensor and country, Jan. 95 
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ANNEXIV,p.3 

Distribution of GTS and non-GTS platforms by country 
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ANNEX VI 

DISTRIBUTION OF STANDARD DEVIATION (RMS) FOR AIR PRESSURE DATA 

0 1 ~ 1 r 1 b u l i o n o r Rt1S ( 0 b s - l s l 9 u e s s ) r o r a c c f' p 1 e d Dr i r t i n g B v o y 
Ri r Pressure d at a . us i n g [[t1\JF s l at i s l i c s r r o 11 3/94 t o 8/94 . 
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ANNEX VII 

AMENDED QUALITY CONTROL GUIDELINES FOR GTS BUOY DATA 

These are principles adopted during previous DBCP sessions: 

(i) Meteorological Centres are in the best position to undertake data Quality 
Control (DBCP VI). 

(ii) Principal · Investigators and Meteorological Centres share the 
responsibility of data Quality Control (DBCP VI). 

(iii) The Technical Co-ordinator is in the best position to act as a focal point 
between GTS users and Principal Investigators (DBCP V, VI). 

(i v) Argos is responsible for assu·ring that gross errors are automatically 
eliminated from reports distributed on GTS (DBCP VI). 

In order to realize these principles, the following operating procedures or 
actions are proposed: 

1. PGCs 

Each Principal Investigator (PI) of an Argos buoy programme 
reporting data on GTS, designates a person responsible for making changes on 
PTT or sensor information present in the Argos GTS sub-system. This person is 
named the Programme GTS Co-ordinator (PGC). The PGC can, of course, be the 
PI himself but could also be a designated programme Technical Co-ordinator, 
as is done for the EGOS programme. If such a person does not exist as yet, for a 
given Argos Programme, the Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP would contact 
the Principal Investigator and discuss the issue in order to find one. In a few 
cases, when a PI allows his platforms being distributed on GTS but does not 
want to be involved in the process, the Technical Co-ordinator could act as a 
PGC (i.e. the Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP can directly ask Argos to make 
status changes). 

2. PMOCs 

The DBCP requests one or more Agencies or Institutions to volunteer for 
acting as Principal Meteorological or Oceanographic Centre responsible for 
deferred time GTS buoy data Quality Control (PMOC). PMOCs work on an 
operational basis, for given physical variables, either regionally or globally. 
The following centres are presently acting as PMOCs: 

The Australian Bureau Of Meteorology (BOM, Melbourne, Australia); 

The Centre de Meteorologie Marine (Meteo-France, Brest, France); 

The European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, 
Reading, United Kingdom); 
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The Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO, Reykjavik, Iceland); 

The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA, Tokyo, Japan); 

The Meteorological Center of New Zealand, Ltd. (NZMS, Wellington ,New 
Zealand); 

The National Data Buoy Center (NOAA/NDBC, Stennis Space Center, 
Mississippi, USA); 

The Ocean Product Center (NOAA/OPC, Camp Spring, Maryland, USA); 

The United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO, Bracknell, United 
Kingdom). 

The participation of the following centres is desired for acting as PMOC: 

The South African Weather Bureau (SA WB, Pretoria, South Africa). 

National Focal Points for Drifting Buoy Programmes are requested to 
designate National PMOCs, and possibly to act themselves as PMOCs. 

3. INTERNET distribution list. 

It is proposed that the mechanism for exchanging QC information among the 
Guidelines Participants shall be an INTERNET distribution list. PMOCs send the 
proposed messages to a unique INTERNET address which name is BUOY
QC@node_path. "node_path" depends upon who actually operates the 
distribution list. The full INTERNET address of the Distribution List shall be 
circulated among the Guidelines participants. The messages are then 
automatically forwarded to all the individual addresses from a maintained 
distribution list. Adding, reading, modifying, or deleting a name form the list 
can be done via -INTERNET messages according to an agreed format. 

3.1 ECMWF, OPC, METEO FRANCE, and UKMO monitoring statistics are 
delivered onto the INTERNET Distribution List. 

3.2 Any suggestion for modification (i.e. recalibrate or remove sensor from 
GTS) or any problem noticed (e.g. bad location) on a drifting buoy reporting 
data on GTS should be placed on the Distribution List. Meteorological Centres 
are encouraged to make such suggestions. 

3.3 Any feed back available on a recalibration actually implemented shall 
be placed on the distribution list. 

4. Operating Procedures for dealing with Potential Problems on 
GTS (Drifting and l\1oored Buoy data) 
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4.1 PMOCs noticing potential problems on GTS can suggest an action via the 
INTERNET Distribution List. A standardized, telegraphic format is proposed (see 
Appendix): one message per platform or per sensor, showing the WMO number 
and the proposed change, directly in the "subject" line, with additional 
comments appearing in the text itself, using a free format if felt necessary by 
the PMOC (see example in Appendix). 

4.2 PMOCs noticing bad location or bad sensor data episodically appearing 
on GTS message can copy the message on the INTERNET Distribution List, 
indicating from which source the message was transmitted. Although it is 
recommended that LUT operators access to the INTERNET Distribution List as 
well, if not possible, the Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP or the responsible 
PGC or a designated PMOC (see paragraph 4.7.2) would keep them informed by 
telefax or another mean. 

4.3 A 7-day delay is respected by the Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP 
before he actually contacts the PGC to propose the change, so that other 
meteorological centres may also have the opportunity to comment on the 
suggestion. In that case, the Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP is given the 
responsibility to decide which request to consider. Other data users who are on 
the INTERNET Distribution List are encouraged to check the received messages 
regularly. 

4.4 Then, if the PGC accepts the modification, he requests the adequate 
Argos center (i.e. CLS or SAl) to make the change. In order to keep the GTS 
user community informed, Service Argos announces the change as soon as 
possible by means of the INTERNET Distribution List (a standardized message is 
proposed in the Appendix) and also effects the change as prescribed. It is 
recommended that the PGC also requests appropriate LUTs to implement the 
same changes. 

4.5 If the PGC is not willing to go ahead with a proposed change, the 
Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP deposits a standardized message on the 
INTERNET Distribution List (see Appendix) in order to inform PMOCs. 

4.6 Local User Terminals are urged to adopt these Quality Control Operating 
Guidelines. 

4.6.1 It is desirable that LUTs not willing to participate should distribute 
drifting buoy data on GTS only to local users (i.e. no global GTS distribution). 

4.6.2 LUT operators participating and registered on the INTERNET 
Distribution List are encouraged to inform the participants back by the mean 
of the Distribution List each time a change is imple.mented, using the same 
format as Argos (see paragraph 4.4). If LUTs are not on the Distribution List, 
they would be encouraged to inform the Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP of 
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actual changes so that he can forward adequate messages onto the Distribution 
List. 

5. List of PGCs 

This list is published by the Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP on a 
monthly basis. It is forwarded onto the INTERNET Distribution List and sent by 
regular mail. 

6. DBCP, WMO and IOC Secretariats 

They will promote these Quality Control operating guidelines and 
encourage participation in this scheme. 
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Operating Guidelines for Drifting Buoy data 
Quality Control 

Argos 
GTS 

Sub-system 
(USGPC, FRGPC, ·AURPC) 

PMOCs 
(ECMWF, NDBC, OPC, 

UKMO, CMM, ... ) 

Requests M o Centres and 
NFPs to volu tear as PMOC 

DBCP 

Argos 
Users• 
Offices 

Asks for modification 
(remove or recalibrate) 

BUOY-QC 
INTERNET 
Distribution 

List 

Local 
User 

Terminals 

NFP 

Principal 
Investigator 

PGCs 

(PI, PMOC, 
TC DBCP, 

... ) 

TC DBCP 
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ANNEX 

Standardized Format for Information Deposited on the INTERNET 
Distribution List 

Notations: 

- 1- UPPERCASES in b o I d are constant field values and will appear "as 
shown" in the subject line; e.g. ASK will appear as the 3 characters 
'ASK' in the subject line. 

-2- Lowercases·· ·are used to designate variable data fields; If the name of the 
field is on 5 characters, then the field value must be coded using 5 
characters (completed with spaces if necessary); e.g. ttt can be coded as 
'A P ' to indicate Air Pressure or as 'S S T' to indicate Sea Surface 
Temperature. 

-3- The line 12345678901234567890123456789012 is just here to indicate the 
number of characters used (32 maxi) and their position; It has no other 
specific meaning. 

1 • Proposals for status change (by Meteo Centres, i.e. PMOCs): 

When detecting bad data circulating on GTS, Meteorological Centres can 
propose changes on buoy status (remove or recalibrate sensor) via the 
INTERNET Distribution List. Proposals are done using a standardized 
telegraphic format in the subject line. Comments can be added in the body text. 

Format: 
12 3 4 56 78 9 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ·1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ·g 9 
hAS K t t w mo ##p p p oval ue 

Meaning: 
It is proposed to remove or recalibrate one or more sensors for one given 
buoy. 

h : One figure, 1 to 9, to indicate the number of the request for the same 
buoy, for example, the first proposal would be coded 1 A S K ... , and if 
another Meteo Centre feels necessary to comment on the same proposal, 
it can suggest another action and name it 2 ASK, etc ... 

Ut : Type of 
RMV 
REC 
CHK 

COM 

proposal: 
for removing sensor data from GTS 
for recalibrating a sensor 
for checking data carefully; in that case, it is recommended to 
add in the body text of the message: (1) Example(s) of the 
suspicious or erroneous GTS message(s), (2) the GTS bulletin 
header that was used (i.e. originating centre for the bulletin), 
(3) a description of the problem and (4) if possible, proposed 
action to solve it. 
for commenting on a particular problem. Explanation is given 
in the body text of the message. 
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wmo## : WMO number of the buoy (A 1 b w n bn bn b) or LIST if more than one 
buoy are concerned. 

ppp 

0 : 

It is preferable to make status change proposals for different buoys on 
distinct messages. However, in case the LIST option is used, proposals 
can be detailed in the body text of the message: it is recommended to 
state the proposal for each buoy by starting with a line encoded 
according to the standard format followed by the comments on a few 
lines included inside brackets; then the next proposal can be listed etc .. 
General comments can be included in free format after the last 
proposal. 

Example for the body text in case more than one proposal are included 
(subject line could be 1 ASK CHK LIST AP): 

tASK CHK 6t4t2 AP 
(this buby has been transmitting erroneous data 
in the· last 2 week) 

tASK CHK 54814 AP 
(this buoy shows strong departure of Air Pressure 
from the first guess field) 

Mr. W. Xyz., National Meteorological Service. 

Physical 
AP 
AT 
SST 
WD 
ws 
APT 
POS 
TZ 

ALL : 
Blank 

variable (sensor) to consider: 
Air Pressure (coded as 'A P ') 
Air Temperature (coded as 'AT ') 
Sea Surface Temperature 
Wind Direction (codes as 'WD ') 
Wind Speed (coded as 'WS ') 
Air Pressure Tendency 
Position of the buoy 
Subsurface temperatures (coded as 'T Z '): The depths of the 
probes and proposed actions should be placed in the body text, 
not in the subject line (not enough room) 
All buoy sensors (e.g. remove all buoy data from GTS) 

(coded as 3 space characters, i.e. ' ') Informations are 
detailed in the body text. 

Operator to use 
when ttt='REC'): 

for proposed recalibration (mandatory and used only 

+ Add the 

* 
Subtract 
Multiply 
rate for 

following value to the calibration function 
the following value from the calibration function 
the calibration function by the following value (e.g. 
recalibrating wind speed sensor) 

value: Value to use for proposed recalibration (mandatory and used only 
when ttt='R E C '): the value is coded on 5 characters and completed with 
space characters if necessary. It is provided using the following 
physical units: 
Air Pressure : Hecto Pascal 
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Temperatures : Celsius degrees 
m/s Wind speed : 

Wind Direction : D"egrees 
Air Pressure Tendency 
Positions 

Hecto Pascal 
Degree + Hundredth 
No unit Rate : 

Examples: 

From Date Subject 

FLETCHER@METDPl.MEf.CO.NZ t0-0ct-t994 tASK REC t7804 AP +2.2 
6250t ALL 
t7804 AP +2.4 
44532 POS 
44704 WS * 1.5 

ARADFORD@EMAIL.MEfO.GOVf.UK tt-Oct-t994 lASK RMV 
BLOUCH@IFREMER.FR 11-0ct-1994 2ASK REC 
MBlJRPEITE@NL>BC.NOAAGOV 11-0ct-1994 tASK CHK 
GXB@ORVIILE.HO.BOM.GOV.AU 12-0ct-1994 tASK REC 

Message!: 

Message2: 

Message3: 

Message4: 

MessageS: 

NZMS ,pr.oposes to recalibrate Air Pressure sensor of buoy 17804 
by adding 2.2 hPa . 

. , 
'I .•. 

UKMO proposes to remove buoy 62501 from GTS distribution. 
Explanations are given in the body text. 

Meteo France comments (2 ASK) on NZMS proposal for 
recalibrating air pressure sensor of buoy 17804. Meteo France 
suggests to add +2.4 hPa instead of +2.2 hPa. Argumentation is 
provided in the body text. 

NDBC suggests to check positions of buoy 44532. Details are given 
in the body text, including copy of one suspicious GTS message, 
the GTS bulletin header, and a description of the error. 

BOM proposes to recalibrate Wind speed sensor of buoy 44 704, by 
multiplying data by 1.5. 
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2. Argos or · LUT answer for changes actually implemented 

When a change is implemented on GTS platforms, a message is normally 
forwarded to the INTERNET Distribution List, by Argos or the considered LUT, 
no later than 24 hours after the change was implemented. All the information 
is encoded in the subject line, the body text is empty. The format of the subject 
line is as follow: 

Format: 
1234567890123 456789012345678 9 01234 5 
ecce t tt wmo##ppp ovalue yymmddhhmm 

Meaning: 
Argos (i.e. the French Global Processing Center of Toulouse (FRGPC) or the US 
Global Processing ~enter of Landover (USGPC)) or Local User Terminals (LUT) 
inform the INTERNET Distribution List each time a change is actually 
implemented on a buoy status. 

ecce : Originating Center: 
LFPW = FRGPC, Toulouse 
K A RS = USGPC, Landover 
ENMI = Oslo LUT 
BGSF = Sondre Stromfjord LUT 
CWEG = Edmonton LUT 

ttt, wmo##, ppp, ovalue: Same as for paragraph 1. In addition, for 
recalibrations, when the transfer function has been completely modified, 
ovalue can be coded as a question mark followed by 5 space characters, 
i.e. 1? I , to indicate that the change is not as simple as a +X, -X or *X 
transformation. 

yymmddhhmm: UTC time the change was implemented: Format=Year (2 digits), 
Month (2 digits), Day of the month (2 digits), Hour (2 digits), and 
Minutes (2 digits). 

Example: 

From 
GTS@GTSV AX.ARGOSINC.COM 
GTS@GTSV AX.ARGOSINC.COM 

Date 
14-0ct-1994 
14-0ct-1994 

Subject 
KARS RF.C 17804 AP +2.3 9410141216 
KARS RF.C 33809 AP ? 9410141306 

Message6: Buoy 17804 Air Pressure sensor was recalibrated by adding +2.3 hPa. 
the change was implemented at 12hl6 UTC the 14 October 1994. As you 
may notice, two proposal had been made for this buoy: NZMS proposed 
+2.2 hPa and Meteo France proposed 2.4 hPa. The Technical Co-ordinator 
of the DBCP contacted both agencies and it was then decided to apply a 
2.3 hPa correction. 

Message?: Buoy 33809 Air Pressure sensor was recalibrated. The change was 
implemented at 13h06UTC the 14 October 1994. The ·question mark 1? 1 

indicates that the transfer function was completely modified. 
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3. PGC Answer if the proposal was denjed 

Format: 
12345678901234567890123456789012 
DENI ttt wmo##ppp oval ue 

Meaning: 
The proposal was denied by the Principal GTS Co-ordinator (PGC) of the 
drifting buoy programme. No action was taken. Complementary information 
can be included in the body text. 

ttt, wmo##, ppp, ovalue: same meaning as in paragraph 1. ovalue is mandatory 
and used only when ttt='R E C '. 

Example : 

From Date Subject 
BLOUCH@IFREMER.fR 15-0ct-1994 DENI RMV 62501 ALL 

MessageS: In the body text: Data were sent on GTS before deployment by 
mistake. The buoy is now deployed and data look good. There is· therefore 
no need for removing data from GTS distribution. 
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4. MonitorinJ: Statistics 

Format: 
1234567890 23456789012 3456789012 
STAT center ppp year mm dd 

Meaning: 
The monitoring statistics are available in the body text. Format is free for the 
moments but it is recommended that each center uses the same format all the 
time. 

center: 

ppp: 

year: 

mm: 

dd: 

Example : 

Name of 
ECMWF 
OPC 
CMM 
UKMO 

the center producing the statistics, e.g. 
= European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 
= NOAA Ocean Products Center 
= Meteo France, Centre de Meteorologie Marine 
= United Kingdom Meteorological Office 

Type of physical variable concerned or ALL if many variables 
are included. Same as for paragraph 1 (i.e. A P, AT, W D, W S, SST 
... ) 
Year concerned (e.g. I 994) 

Month concerned (e.g. 08 for August) 

Last day of the 1-month period concerned. It is optional and used 
only if the 1-month period does not end on the last day of the 
month. For example dd=IS if the 1-month period concerned is 16 
July to 15 August. 

From Date Subject 
BLOUCH@IFREMER.FR 02-0ct-1994 STAT CMM ALL 1994 09 

Message9: The September 1994 monitoring statistics for many geo-physical 
variable and produced by the Centre de Meteorologie Marine of Meteo 
France are available in the body text. 
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5. WMO/A rgos cross reference list 

Format: 
1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 0 2 34 56 7 8 9 012 34 5 
WMOS year mm 

Meaning: 
The WMO/Argos cross reference list sorted by WMO numbers is available in the 
body text. 

year: Year concerned (e.g. 1994) 

mm: Month concerned (e.g. 08 for August) 

Example : 

From Date Subject 
CHARPENTIER@ATLAS.CNES.FR 02-0ct-1994 WMOS 1994 09 

Message10: The September 1994 WMO/Argos cross reference list is available in 
the body text. 

6. Prjncjpal GIS Coordinators <PGCl list 

Format: 
1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 0 2 34 56 7 8 9 0 12 34 5 
PGCS year mm 

Meaning: 
The list of Principal GTS Cordinators (PGC) sorted by Argos program number is 
available in the body text. The Principal GTS Coordinators are designated by 
the owners of the buoys for being responsible to request Service Argos and/or 
LUT operators to implement required status changes. 

year: Year concerned (e.g. 1994) 

m m: Month concerned (e.g. 0 8 for August) 

Example : 

From Date Subject 
CHARPENTIER@ATLAS.CNES.FR 02-0ct-1994 PGCS 1994 09 

Message 11: The September 1994 list of Principal GTS Coordinators is available 
in the body text. 
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7. Inforfiaation messaue 

Format: 
1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 01 2 34 56 7 8 9 012 34 5 
IN F 0 subject 

Meaning: 
An information message in free format is included in the body text. 

subject ... : Subject of the message (free format) 

Example : 

From Date · Subject 
CHARPENTIER@ATLAS.CNES.fR 02-0ct-1994 INFO Modif. of the PGC list format 

Messagel2: This message is to indicate a change in the format of the monthly 
PGC list. Details are given in the body text. 
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GLOBAL DRIFTING BUOY TRACK CHARTS FOR AUGUST 1994 
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MANUFACTURERS OF SVP BAROMETER DRIFTER 

Clearwater Instrumentation, Inc. 
49 Walnut Park 
Bldg. 112 
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181 
USA 

Gary Williams 
tel + 1 617 2393305 or 1 800 237 4387 
fax +1 617 2393314 
Internet: wgwill@world.std.com 

Metocean Data Systems Ltd. 
40 Fielding Avenue 
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia 
CANADA 828 1 E4 

tel + 1 902 4682505 
fax + 1 902 4684442 

Technocean 
820 N.E. 24th Lane 
Unit 112 
Cape Coral, FL 33909 
USA 

Hank White 
tel + 1 813 7729067 
fax + 1 813 5745613 
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LIFETIME OF DRIFTING BUOYS 
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Monitoring a data assimilation system 
for the impact of observations 

R.S. Seaman 
Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre, Australia 

(Manuscript received August 1993; revised September 1993) 
The impact of an observation upon analysis is defined as the difference between the 
analysis using the observation and the analysis not using the observation. The stat
istical interpolation method of objective analysis enables the efficient computation 
of such observational impacts. Impact calculations provide a rigorous quantitative 
method of identifying the most influential observations, both upon individual 
analyses, and in an ensemble sense. They also enable the identification of data that, 
although rejected by quality control, would have had a large impact if they had been 
used. This report describes the computational algorithm for impact assessment, 
and presents examples of such assessments made within the framework of the 
Australian Bureau of Meteorology's global data assimilation system. The examples 
include the identification of the most influential southern hemisphere sea-level 
pressure data, a ranking of Australian upper air stations llith respect to analysis 
impact, and the identification of important quality-control decisions. 

Introduction 
Most manual synoptic analysts will recall cases 
where a single observation has substantially 
changed their best prior estimate of the analysis in 
a particular area. Often, however, a single obser
vation will alter the analysis only slightly from 
what it would have been otherwise. Numerical 
data assimilation systems respond in a rather 
similar way, and it is useful to be able to identify 
the most influential data. These remarks intro
duce the theme of this report, namely the quanti
tative assessment of the impacts of individual 
observations upon analyses produced by a 
numerical data assimilation system. 

One application of impact information is in the 
area of observational resource management and 
network planning. For such purposes, it is often 
necessary to assess the benefits obtained from dif
ferent observing stations. Ideally one might wish 
to equate the incremental benefit from a station 
with some measure of the corresponding in
cremental improvement in forecasts, or otherwise 
expressed, one might wish to assess the degra
dation in forecasts likely to result from the 
station's removal. An obvious way to assess such 
forecast impact is to run parallel analysis-forecast 
cycles, one with and the other without the benefit 

Co"esponding author address: Mr R.S. Seaman. Bureau of 
Meteorology Research Centre. GPO Box 1289K. Melbourne, 
Vic. 3001, Australia. 

of the observing station in question. However, 
impacts of individual observing stations are often 
small, and the case-to-case variation typically 
large, so that a large number of independent 
forecasts may be necessary to obtain statistically 
reliable results. 

On the admittedly heuristic basis that stations 
which most influence the analysis will usually 
have the largest impact on forecasts, an alterna
tive to forecast impact assessment is a corre
sponding analysis impact assessment. The impact 
of an observation upon analysis is defined here as 
the difference between the analysis using the 
observation and the analysis not using the obser
vation. It will be shown that when objective 
analyses are performed by the method of statisti
cal interpolation (Gandin 1963), analysis impact 
calculations require only a small amount of 
computation in addition to that needed for the 
analysis itself. Therefore, impact statistics may be 
computed conveniently in the course of normal 
data assimilation operations. The specific algor
ithm for impact calculation is identical to one 
used by Lorenc (1981), in a statistical interp
olation setting, but not specifically for the purpose 
of calculating analysis im.pacts. 

It is emphasised that analysis impact is a 
measure of sensilil'ity, and is not inherently 
a measure of improvement. Moreover, it is a 
measure that is specific to a particular system. The 
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extent to which analysis impact is correlated with 
forecast improvement depends upon several 
aspects of the particular data assimilation and 
prediction system, including (a) quality control of 
data. (b) analysis methodology, and (c) prediction 
model initialisation. Broadly expressed: a necess
ary condition for analysis impacts to translate into 
forecast improvements is that the data be assim
ilated in a sensible way. Also, while analysis 
impact can measure the effects upon many indi
vidual analyses of leaving out an observation, it 
cannot measure the cumulative or compounding 
effects of leaving out an observing station for all 
time in an ongoing analysis-forecast data assimi
lation cycle. The latter limitation may be im
portant when interpreting absolute, as opposed to 
relative impacts. Nevertheless, despite the pre
ceding caveats, its ease of computation and its 
quantitative rigour make analysis impact a useful 
diagnostic. 

·ln. addition to applications discussed in the 
se_cond paragraph of this section, impact calcu
lations may be useful synoptically. For example, a 
change in the timewise,continuity of analyses and, 
perhaps, forecasts from a numerical data assimi
lation system in a particular region may be ascrib
able to a single particularly influential datum. 
Impacts are also useful for identifying . critical 
q11ality-control decisions. A borderline decision. 
may be of little consequence where there is con-

. siderable data redundancy, but its impact may be 
substantial in other circumstances. 

In following sections, the theory and method for 
the computation of analysis impact are set out, 
and specific examples . of impact assessments 
within the framework of the Australian Bureau of 
Meteorology's. global data assimilation system 
(Bourke et al. 1990; Seaman et al. 1993) are 
presented. These examples are drawn from the 
parallel testing, over several months, of the ver
sion of the system that was to be implemented 
operationally during 1994. 

Theory and computational method 
The following theory is similar to that presented 
by Lorenc (1981), but is included for com
pleteness. When using statistical interpolation in 
an analysis-forecast cycle, the nonnalised in
crements fa from a short-range (-six-hour) fore
cast at prediction model grid-points are estimated 
as a linear weighted sum of N observed normal
ised increments ~ at N data locations by 

••• 1 

Here, normalisation denotes division by the pre
specified root mean square (nns) error of the 
short-range forecast ('prediction error'). In a 

multivariate statistical interpolation scheme, 
both the f0 and the fi may represent increments of 
more than one type of variable; commonly, in
cre~ents of geopotential and \\rind components 
are analysed simultaneously. A standard least 
squares minimisation of ensemble error. yields a 
system of linear equations for the weights. In 
vector (lower case) and matrix (upper case) 
notation 

w== (P+0)- 1g 
::a rvr~•g ••• 2 

where P and 0 are respectively the prespecified 
normalised covariance matrices of prediction 
error and of observational error· for all pairs of 
observed data points, and g is the vector of pre
specified normalised prediction error co variances 
between observing ·points and a grid-point. 

The matrix M depends upon the geographical 
positions of the observational data, but does not 
depend upon the positions·. ·of the grid-points. 
Therefore, if the same selection of observational 
data is used to interpolate to many grid-points, the 
matrix M needs to be inverted only once for that 
entire set of grid-points. Such a strategy is used in 
the Bureau's operational global data assimilation 
system. Typically, a selection of N ( 100 to 500) 
observational ·data is· used to analyse all grid
points within a sub volume of about 1000 km hori
zontal dimension and spanning· several model 
levels in the vertical (usually all model levels, for 
southern hemisphere subvolumes). 

The relevance of the analysis strategy just de
scribed to the problem of assessing data impact is 
as follows. Suppose the observation whose impact 
is to be assessed contains n pieces of data (e.g. the 
geopotentials and wind components at several 
levels in a rawinsonde). One way of recalculating 
the analysis, not using the observation, would be 
simply to apply Eqns 1 and 2 again, using the 
(N-n) remaining data. This would require the 
inversion of a new matrix, of dimension (N-n), 
which is the same as M except that the n rows and 
columns corresponding to the withheld data are 
omitted. However, when n is much less than N, it 
is computationally advantageous not to directly 
invert another large matrix of dimension (N-n), 
but rather to calculate a new matrix L from the 
inverse ofM which is already known. As shown by 
Lorenc (1981, Eqn 27), when·the weights corre
sponding to the n omitted data are constrained to 
be zero, a new weights vector w is given by Lg, 
where 

L= M- 1 - M- 1D(DTM- 1D)- 1DTM- 1 ••• 3 

and D is a (N by n) matrix whose columns are the 
vectors dk, in which the kth element is one and the 
other elements are zero, and k is the index (inN) 
of the datum to be omitted. The matrix inside the 
brackets in Eqn 3 is of dimension n, and D is 
sparse (mostly zeros), so evaluation of Eqn 3, 
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despite its complicated appearance, requires very 
much less computation than does the direct inver
sion of a matrix of order (N-n), when n is much 
less than N. In fact, Lorenc ( 1981) did not use his 
counterpart to Eqn 3 to calculate data impact, but 
rather used it for the purpose of grid-point analy
sis while omitting data flagged as suspect, and (in 
a slightly different form) for quality control. How
ever the computational algorithm used here is the 
same as Lorenc·s. 

A further consideration in the computation of 
data impact is the geographical location of the 
'grid-points' at \\"hich the impact should be calcu
lated. A comprehensive assessment of impact 
should probably evaluate a volume integral of 
impact at all prediction model grid-points within 
the influence of the observation. However, for 
application within the Bureau's global data as
similation system. it was decided to evaluate the 
impact only at the actual location of the obser
vation. In other words, two evaluations, one with 
and the other without the observation, are made 
at the locations of some or all of the n data points 
(e.g. at a few standard levels of a rawinsonde) 
within the observation. A shortcoming·ofthis pro
cedure is that when an observation is on the edge 
of a data void, the maximum impact on analysis 
may occur at a short distance into the data void, 
rather than at the location ·of the observation 
itself. However, extra sophistication was not con
sidered justified in this initial implementation. 

The case n ~ 1 is of particular interest. It corre
sponds to the assessment of the impact of a single 
datum, such as a sea-level pressure from a drifting 
buoy or a ship. In this extreme case of n being 
much less than N ~ the computation in Eqn 3 is 
minimal. It is therefore computationally feasible 
to compute routinely the individual impact of 
every sea-level pressure report selected for use, 
thereby identifying those reports having the great-

. est impact. Examples of such computations are 
presented in the next section. The case of a single 
sea-level pressure datum mav also be viewed as a 
least squares problem of combining two inde
pendent pieces of information, namely (a) the 
analysis at the location of the datum without the 
use of the datum .. and (b) the datum itself, to ob
tain an impro\"ed estimate, namely the analysis 
using the datum. :\n impact result identical to that 
using Eqns 1 to 3 is obtained via this alternative 
route. 

Examples 
The following examples of impact assessments are 
some of those that have been implemented in the 
Bureau's global data assimilation system at the 
time of writing. These examples are by no means 
exhaustive, and other applications should come 
readily to mind. 

Throughout this section, impacts are presented 
and ordered in dimensional units. It could well be 
argued that, before ordering, some form of nor
malisation is appropriate. For example, an impact 
of a given magnitude in the tropics may be more 
significant than a similar impact at higher lati
tude. Similarly, impacts upstream of a particular 
forecast area may be of special significance. The 
decision not to normalise was dictated by the view 
that the most appropriate form of normalisation 
is best decided by the user. The main purpose of 
the section is simply to convey the flavour of some 
of the possible applications. 

The ~op ten' southern hemisphere sea-level 
pressure data impacts 
At each analysis time, the analysis impact is cal
culated for every sea-level pressure datum selec
ted for use. The magnitudes of the impacts are 
sorted. and the ten largest southern hemisphere 
impacts listed, thereby identifying the ten data 
that, individually, were the most influential at 
that particular time. Such information may 
sometimes reveal the causes of temporal dis~ 
continuities in the sequence of sea-level pressure 
analyses and, possibly, forecasts produced by the 
data assimilation system. A listing for a particular 
time is shown in Table 1. Most of the stations 
listed are in relatively data-sparse areas. This is 
usually, but by no means always the case. When 

. the background field in a data-sparse area is in 
good agreement with an isolated observation, the 
impact of the latter will be small. Conversely, an 
observation in a relatively data-dense area may 
reveal a small-scale feature not present in the 
background field. On the average, however, to the 
extent that there is more redundancy and back
ground fields are most reliable in data-dense 
areas, the impacts there should be correspond
ingly smaller. 

Table 1. The top ten southern hemisphere sea-level 
pressure impacts at 1700 UTC, 22 June 
1993. 

Station 

Buoy 33021 
Young I. 
Marion I. 
Macquarie I. 
Grytviken 
Buoy 71552 
Port Moresby 
Buoy 33835 
Buoy 71554 
Amsterdam I. 

Latitude 

·s9.5 
66.3 
46.9 
54.5 
54.3 
61.0 
9.4 

57.8 
57.2 
37.8 

Longitude 

332.7 
162.3 
37.9 

158.9 
323.5 

48.7 
147.2 

0.6 
49.4 
77.5 

Impact (hPa) 

-4.5 
4.3 

-3.7 
3.4 

-2.9 
-2.4 
-2.2 
-2.0 

2.0 
2.0 
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Table 2. Average numbers of southern hemisphere sea-level pressure data types at the major synoptic times. and average 
occurrences in the top ten most influential sea level data, based on 29 days during June 1993. PAOBs are manual 
bogus data. 

S.t:noptic time 1100 UTC 2300 UTC 
Observation type SJ-·nop Ship 

Average number per synoptic time 8:5i 93 
Average occurrences in top ten 4.17 . 0.34 
Relative likelihood of appearing in 

top ten 1.00 0.76 

One would expect that observing platforms· de
liberately deployed into ·data-sparse areas should 
figure prominently among the larger impacts. · 
Table 2 confirms that over a period of a month, 
pressures from drifting buoys appeared in the top 
ten impacts with a frequency well out .of pro-

... portion to their total numbers. Such a result 
indicates the importance of the drifting buoy 
observing system, a conclusion that will be further 
underlined in a later subsection. 

Identification of critical quality-control decisions 
Occasionally the appearance of a station in the top 
ten impacts may indicate a quality-control prob
lem. In the Bureau's global data assimilation 
system, clearly unreasonable data are· flagged for 
rejection at an early stage. Then a more refined 
quality-control check is performed, by means of 
cross-validation. During cross-validation, an 
observed datum is compared with an estimate 
obtained from nearby data (if any) and the back
ground field. See Lorenc (1981, section 3c) for 
details. There will inevitably be cases just within 
or just outside tolerance, and the former may have 
large analysis impacts. In Table 1, for example, all 
of the top ten impacts are from drifting buoys and 
isolated island stations with the exception of Port 
Moresby, a .tropical station not in a panicularly 
data-sparse area. One might suspect that station 
to be a borderline quality-control case, and it is 
discussed in more detail in a later subsection. 

Similarly, impact calculations may assist in 
identifying data that were rejected by cross
validation, but which would have had a large 
impact had they been used. These cases usually 
comprise only a minority of cross-validation 
rejects, because cross-validation detects many 
errors in data-dense areas by means of spatial con
sistency, and in such areas the use or non-use of a 
datum is often oflittle consequence. The most dif
ficult quality-control decisions are those where a 
datum in an otherwise data-sparse area differs 
substantially from the background field, in which 
case the datum is either very valuable, or wrong. A 
typical case is shown in Table 3 where, at a par
ticular synoptic time, among the sea-level press
ure rejects in the southern hemisphere only two 
would have had impacts of more than 2.5 hPa (the 
arbitrary lower limit for a large impact). Both of 
these data, one from ~!arion Island (68994) and 

Buoy PA.OB Synop Ship Buoy PAOB 

78 224 959 100 88 224 
2.58 2.90 .3.52 0.38 3.07 3.03 

6.81 2.66 1.00 1.03 9.48 . 3.70 

Table 3. The southern hemisphere sea-level pressure 
data (hPa) at 1300 l "TC, 28 June 1993, 
rejected by cross validation, which had they 
been used would have bad an impact or oYer 
~ShP~ · . 

Station Latitude Longiutde Obsen·ed Impact 

Marion I. 46.9 37.9 1011.9 -3.9 
PAOB 67.0 205.0 · 983.0 17.5 

Table 4. Geopotential and wind ensemble impacts at 
- Rockhampton (Wl\10 identifier 94374; 23.4 

south, 150.5 east) during June 1993. Column 
· headers are standard levels (hPa). Legends to 

rows are: NZ - number of geopotential re-
ports. ZA. V - mean geopotential impact (m), 
ZRI\tiS- rms geopotential impact, Zl\'IAX-
maximum geopoteatial impact; NL'V- num-
her of wind reports: t:A V, UlL"IS, VAV, 
VRI\'15 - statistics similar to ZA V, ZRMS 
but for west-east and south-north wind com-
ponents (m s-1); VCR.'\ IS - rms vector im-
pac~ VCMAX- ma.umum vector impact. 

94374 1000. 850. 500. 200. 100. 50. 

NZ 29 29 29 29 29 29 
ZAV -0.4 -0.6 -0.7 2.7 -4.0 -4.8 

ZRMS 2.3 2.4 4.6 5.8 7.6 7.0 
ZMAX .4.4 s.o 12.2 11.3 17.5 17.3 

NUV 57 112 114 113 101 20 
UAV -1.1 -0.6 0.1 2.1 -3.5 -3.1 

URMS l.S 1.4 3.2 5.3 6.3 4.2 
VAV -0.2 0.3 o.s -.2.1 -1.0 -0.7 

VRMS 1.0 1.5 3.0 5.7 5.0 2.8 
VCRMS 1.8 2.1 4.4 7.8 8.1 s.o 
VCMAX 3.0 4.3 . 11.2 24.1 24.0 8.4 

the other a manual bogus observation (PAOB), 
are in data-sparse areas. 

In cases like these, it may be difficult to ~second 
guess' the quality-control decisions without a 
careful post-analysis. Nor would time schedules 
usually permit a rerun in any case. Nevertheless 
the user should be aware of the quality-control 
decisions that were in fact critical, so that result
ant predictions may be interpreted accordingly. 
Of course, should a particular station appear 
consistently, further investigation would be 
warranted. 
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Ranking of Australian upper air stations than for sea-level pressure data (n - 1) but is not 
The two preceding subsections dealt mainly with excessive since such computations are performed 
synoptic diagnostics of analysis impact. The onlv at about 40 stations per analysis time. 
ensemble characteristics of impacts over many i able 4 shows an example of the ensemble im-
analyses may be equally useful. As discussed in pact statistics for Rockhampton (World Meteoro-
the introduction, network reductions are some- logical Organization (WMO) identifier 94374; 
times inevitable, and in such situations it is 23.4 degrees south, · 1 50.5 degrees east) during 
helpful to have quantitative assessments of the June 1993, for all four analysis times. The stat-. 
impacts of different network options. istics correspond to the impact of removing the 

With such applications in mind, the impact of compleze sounding of both height and wind. upon 
the complete upper air repon (height, if observed, the height and wind at each leveL While the rms 
and wind at all levels) is calculated at all Aus- vector impact (VCRMS) at subtropical jetstream 
tralian upper air stations at each analysis time level was about 8 m s-1, the e;treme impact was 
(0500, 1100, 1700 and 2300 UTC). The number much larger (24.1 m s-1 at 200 hPa). 
of data (n) selected for use from a rawinsonde is A comparison of the ensemble statistics at the 
typically about 30, so the calculation in Eqn 3 location of each station enables these stations to 
requires the inversion of a matrix of that order. be ranked with respect to rms analysis impact. 
The computational overhead is therefore more Table 5 shows the rankings of Australian upper air 

TableS. Australian upp~r air stations in average rank order with respect to 500 hPa wind impact. The second column is 
the \\"2\10 ~tation identifier. The impacts (m s-1) and ranks 31'e shown for individual months. See Fig. 1 for 
station locations. Gladstone (6) closed and was replaced b}· nearby Rockhampton (::!3.4 south, 150.5 east) before 
May 1993. 

Suuion Aug 92 Dec 92 Ma}· 93 Average Rank 

1 94638 Esperance 6.4 1 4.2 1 4.8 2 1.3 
2 94802 Albany 6.2 2 4.1 2 5.1 1 1.7 
3 94346 Longreach 5.1 7 3.6 9 4.0 3 6.3 
4 94461 Giles 5.0 11 3.5 10 3.9 4 8.3 
5 94646 Forrest 5.0 10 3.9 4 3.8 12 8.7 
6 94380 Gladstone 4.5 19 3.7 6 3.9 6 10.3 
7 94203 Broome 5.1 8 ~.4 11 3.7 13 10.7 
8 94995 Lord Howe Island 5.6 3 3.1 24 3.9 5 10.7 
9 94312 Port Hedland 5.4 4 3.7 8 3.5 20 10.7 

10 94302 Leannonth 4.8 12 3.3 14 3.9 8 11.3 
11 94610 Perth 4.8 13 " " 16 3.8 9 12.7 ~ • .l 

12 94430 Meekatharra 5.0 9 3.2 19 3.8. 11 13.0 
13 94659 Vloomera 4.7 14 3.4 13 3.7 14 13.7 
14 94212 Halls Creek 4.6 17 3.2 18 3.9 7 14.0 
15 94238 Tennant Creek 4.7 15 .. " 15 3.6 15 15.0 ~-~ 
16 94653 Ceduna 5.2 5 .. ., 

-'·- 20 3.5 21 15.3 
17 94326 Alice Springs 5.2 6 3.2 21 3.2 24 17.0 
18 94150 Gove 3.5 31 4.0 3 3.4 22 18.7 
19 94332 Mount lsa 3.9 25 3.4 12 3.5 19 18.7 
20 94510 Charle,·ille 4.6 16 2.9 25 3.5 18 19.7 
21 94403 Gerald ton 4.1 22 .. ., 

~-- 22 3.6 16 20.0 
22 94711 Co bar 4.2 21 " ., 

~-- 17 3.2 23 20.3 
23 94120 Darwin 3.6 29 3.8 5 3.7 30 21.3 
24 94299 Willis Island 3.6 28 3.6 7 2.9 19 21.3 
25 94300 Carnarvon 4.1 23 2.4 33 3.8 10 22.0 
26 94527 Moree 4.6 18 3.1 23 3.0 26 22.3 
27 94672 Adelaide 4.4 20 2.7 30 3.1 25 25.0 
28 94975 Hoban 3.3 33 2.9 26 3.6 17 25.3 
29 94821 Mount Gambier 3.7 27 2.7 28 3.0 27 27.3 
30 94693 :Mildura 3.9 24 2.4 32 3.0 28 28.0 
31 94910 V..' agga \\' agga 3.8 26 2.6 31 2.6 31 29.3 
32 94287 Cairns 2.8 36 2.7 29 2.5 33 32.7 
33 94367 Mackay 3.0 35 2.9 27 2.0 37 33.0 
34 94776 V..'illiamtown 3.4 32 2.3 34 2.4 34 33.3 
35 94865 La\·enon 3.5 30 2.1 37 2.1 36 34.3 
36 94578 Brisbane 3.2 34 2.0 38 2.6 .. ., .,_ 34.7 
37 94968 Launceston 2.6 38 2.1 36 2.2 35 36.3 
38 94294 To\\·nsville 2.2 39 2.3 35 1.8 38 37.3 
39 g4791 Coffs Harbour 2.6 37 1.6 39 1.7 39 38.3 
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stations (see Fig. 1 for locations) with respect to 
impact upon 500 hPa wind. for all four analysis 
times combined. during three months in different 
seasons. The predominance of higher rankings 
(smaller numbers) in the western half of the 
continent is obvious. There is a large measure of 
consistency between months~ although there are 
interesting differences too. such as the three trop
ical stations Darwin (94120), Gove (94150) and 
Willis Island (94299) which are much more highly 
ranked in December than in the other two 
months. The stations Nowra (34.9 degrees south, 
150.5 degrees east) and Sydney (33.9 degrees 
south, 151.2 degrees east) are not included in the 
Table, because their infrequent and/or asynoptic 
reporting times would invalidate comparison 
with most other stations. The ran~ngs of stations 
cannot be explained solely in terms of the spatial 
distribution of the conventional upper air net
work itself; it is also necessary to consider the 
average distributions of other observing plat
forms. For example, the frequent availability of 
aircraft winds at many levels in the vicinity of 
major airports provides some data redundancy at 
those locations. 

Fig. 1 A location map of the Australian upper air 
stations in Table 5. The plotted numbers at 
station locations correspond to the rank order of 
station imPAct (first column of Table 5), a 
smaller number corresponding to a larger im
pact. Note that Gladstone (6) closed before 1\tlay 
1993 and was replaced by nearby Rockhampton 
(23.4 degrees south. 150.5 degrees east). 
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The west-east bias in impacts evident in Fig. 1 
warrants careful interpretation. in view of the fact 
that in Decer.1ber 1992 and May 1993 (but not in 
August 1992) the upper wind observing program 
at Western Australian stations was reduced by the 
omission of most 0500 UTC wind soundings. 
Table 5 indicates that the general west-east bias in 
impacts evident in Fig. 1 was present in all three 
month~. ~owever, an analysis of impacts at each 
synopttc ttme {not shown) suggests that following 

the 0500 UTC network reductions. the west-east 
bias at 1100 l.JTC was more marked than that 
sho~il in Fig. 1. A comparison of impacts in 
August 1992 (pre-reduction) and August 1993 
(post-reduction) also tends to support some 
influence of the 0500 UTC network reductions. In 
August 1992. eight of the top ten ensemble 
impacts at 500 hPa. and five of the top ten at 
200 hPa, were in Western Australia. South Aus
tralia and the Northern Territory. In August 1993, 
all of the top ten ensemble impacts at 500 hPa, 
and nine of the ten at 200 hPa. were in the above 
areas. While these results may be of doubtful stat
istical significance. they at least suggest that the 
0500 UTC wind network reductions may have 
accentuated a pre-existing west-east bias in upper 
air observing station impact. A similar effect may 
have arisen from the absence of Western Aus
tralian 1100 UTC radiosonde geopotentials (ex
cept Penh) in December 1992 and ~lay 1993, but 
this aspect was not investigated. 

Ensemble impacts of sea-level pressure data 
The disproponionate frequency of buoys in the 
day-to-day top ten sea-level pressure impacts, 
mentioned previously, may be explained by the 
deliberate deployment of many buoys into known 
data-sparse areas. Land-based sea-level pressure 
data from individual stations located in what 
would otherwise be data-sparse areas are of simi
lar value to buoys, but in contrast to buoys a large 
proportion of land-based pressure data is in 
already well-observed areas. Figure 2 shows a geo
graphical plot of a typical 1100 UTC network of 
land, ship and drifting buoy data reporting sea
level pressure, upon which is superimposed the 20 
sea-level pressure observing platforms (out of a 
total of about 1200 at the major synoptic times) 
that had the greatest rms impacts upon southern 
hemisphere sea-level pressure analyses during 
June 1993." Thineen of the 20 are land-based 
platforms in data-sparse areas. and seven are 
drifting buoys. Because of uncenainties in press
ure reduction procedures, only platforms below 
800 m elevation were included in sea-level press
ure impact calculations. This criterion excludes 
from consideration other potentially valuable 
pressure data such as automatic stations on the 
Antarctic plateau. For similar reasons, those 
stations whose elevations differ from the model 
topography by more than about 500 m were also 
excluded. With these provisos, nearly all of the 
twenty most valuable stations during the month 
are located in the otherwise data-sparse and syn
optically active areas of the circumpolar trough 
and mid-latitude cyclonic belt. The particular im
pact of data in these areas was noted by Guymer 
and Le ivlarshall ( 1980) during the Global 
Weather Experiment of 1979. The platform with 
the greatest rms sea-level pressure impact Juring 
June 1993 was the automatic weather station at 
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Fig. 2 The largest 20 southern hemisphere nns sea-level pressure impacts during June 1993, superimposed upon a 
typical 1100 trrc network of synops, ships and buoys. The number to the left of each location is the impact 
ranking, the upper number to the right is the rms impact (hPa), and the lower number to the right is the extreme 
impact. A ( +) denotes a syuop (•) denotes a buoy and (o) denotes a ship. 
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Young Island (66.3 degrees south, 162.3 degrees 
east). That station also had the greatest or second 
greatest rms impact in the other months in which 
impact calculations have been made: namely 
August and December 1992, and May 1993. 
Another automatic weather station, Lettau (82.6 
degrees south, 174.3 degrees west), was ranked 
third during June 1993. However, earlier remarks 
about the need for normalisation are of obvious 
relevance when considering the results of this 
subsecti~n. 

Ensemble impact statistics and quality control 
It has already been discussed how day-to-day 
impacts can highlight critical quality-control 
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decisions from a synoptic standpoint. Similarly, 
ensemble statistics of analysis impact can detect 
systematic biases, which may be due either to the 
observation or to the background field. In this 
respect, impact statistics fulfil a similar role to 
'observed minus. background' statistics, which 
have been routinely accumulated from the 
Bureau's global assimilation system for some 
years (Seaman and Steinle 1992). A comprehen
sive account of the utility of 'observed minus 
background' statistics is given by Hollingswonh 
et al. (1986). 

An obvious example of bias from ensemble im
pact statistics is shown by the time series of sea
level pressure impacts at Port Moresby, Papua 
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Fig. 3 Time series of analysis impacts of 1000 hPa 
geopotential (m) at Port ~Ioresby and :VIadang 
for 20 days in August 1992. 
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New Guinea (9.4 degrees south, 147.2 degrees 
east) during June 1993 (Fig. 3, dotted series). The 
station Madang (5.2 degrees south, 145.8 degrees 
east), on the northern coastline of Papua New 
Guinea, shows no such bias (crossed series). Syn
optic analysts confirm that it is often difficult to 
'draw to' the Port Moresby pressure without 
introducing a small-scale perturbation into a 
manual analysis. There is no reason to suspect any 
instrumental or observational problem, and a 
likely explanation is that the observed pressure 
is simply unrepresentative on the scale of 
the global assimilation system, due to the local 
topography. 

Summary 

Observational data impact, defined as the differ
ence between analyses using and not using the 
data in question, is efficiently calculated within 
the framework of statistical interpolation as cur
rently implemented in the Bureau's global data 
assimilation system. The theory underlying the 
impact calculations has been set out, and several 
practical applications of both synoptic and 
ensemble impacts have been presented. These 
include: 
• the identification of influential observations, 

to aid the interpretation of numerical forecast 
output; · 

• the identification of critical quality-control 
decisions for a similar purpose; 

• the ranking of Australian upper air stations, in 
terms of their ensemble impacts on analysis, as · 
an aid to network planning; and 

• the confirmation of the disproportionately in
fluential role of the drifting buoy net\vork, as an 
argument for its continuance and extension. 
Diagnostics of the types described in the paper 

had at the time of writing been produced during 
several months of parallel real-time running in 
1992 and 1993, and were expected to be oper
ationally implemented during 1994 . 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PROVIDED BY WMO AND IOC 

Statement by WMO for biennium 1992-1993 

US$ US$ 
Balance from 1991 6,585 
Contributions received for prior biennium 15,000 
Contributions received for 1992/1993 246,048 
Contributions received for 1994 22,650 
Total 290,283 
Obligations Incurred 

UCAR 89,109 
Technical Co-ordinator 117,342 
Service Argos 14,500 
Prep Meeting South 
Atlantic Buoy System 8,489 
Experts 1,035 
Travel 29,259 
DBCP Ties (961) 
AdministratiQn direct 930 259,703 

Balance of Fund US$ 30,580 

Represented by. 
Cash at Bank 31,755 
less: Unliquidated Obligations 1,175 

US$ 30,580 

Contributions received for prior years 
Canada US$ 15,000 

Contributions received for 1992/1993 for 1994 

1992 1993 Total 1994 
Australia 11,000 12,500 23,500 
Canada 16,500 18,000 34,500 18,000 
France 11,513 13,028 24,541 
Greece 2,100 2,100 
Iceland 2,100 2,100 4,200 1,500 
Ireland 499 516 1,015 
Netherlands 1,575 1,575 3,150 1,575 
Norway 1,575 1,575 3,150 1,575 
UK 11,000 15,000 26,000 
USA 55,000 68,000 123,000 
GTS Chain Fund 892 892 
TOTAL 112,862 133,186 246,048 22,650 
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Interim account as at 31 December 1994 

Balance from 1993 

Contributions Paid for Current Biennium 

less: Received in 1993 

Total Funds Available 

Obligations Incurred 

UCAR 

Technical Co-ordinator 

Service Argos 

Prep Meeting South 

Atlantic Buoy System 

~irst planning meeting 

Baltic observing system 

Experts 

Technical co-ordinator travel 

DBCP lies 

Administration direct 

Balance of Fund 

Represented by. 

Cash at Bank 

Contributions received for prior years 

Contributions 

Australia 

Canada 

France 

Greece 

Iceland 

Ireland 

Netherlands 

Norway 
UK 
USA 

TOTAL 

Received 

In 1993 

1994 

18,000 

1,500 

1,575 

1,575 

22,650 

1994 

12,500 

4,200 

1,409 

1,575 

15,000 

68,000 

102,684 

US$ 

125,334 

22,650 

0 

90,000 

3,532 

1,094 

0 

16,077 

0 

0 

US$ 

US$ 

Received 1994/95 

1995 

0 

US$ 

Total 

12,500 

18,000. 

0 

4,200 

1,500 

1,409 

3,150 

1,575 

15,000 

68,000 

125,334 

US$ 

30,580 

102,684 

133,264 

110,703 

22,561 

22,561 

22,561 
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Statement by IOC for the year 1 June 1993 to 31 May 1994 

Period 1 June 1993 - 31 May 1994 

FUNDS ~RANSFERRED FROM WMO : 

104 500 (28.04.93) 

10 000 

5 000 

(1"5.07.93) 

(08.11.93) 

(08.11.93) 75 000 FF 

EXPENDI~S 

~echnical Co-ordinator's employment: 

- Salary: 

- Allowances: 

- Relocation: 

~echnical Co-ordinator's missions: 

-Athens (18-29 October 1993): 

-Paris (6-8 December 1993): 

54 771 

19 039 

18 105 

2 375 

813 

- Buenos Aires (11-18 December 1993) 1: 

-USA (14-20 May 1994): 3 914 

Total: 

Contract with CLS/Service Argos: 

$ 119 500 

75 000 FF 

91 915 

7 106 

$ 99 021 

75 000 FF 

$ 2·0 419 

1 rhe mission to Buenos Aires was fully funded by CLS/Service Argos. 
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